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To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Congress envisioned that the Internal Revenue Service's 
(IRS') taxpayer assistance activities would help taxpayers to 
better meet their responsibilities under the Nation's self- 
assessment tax system. However, in recent years, the adminis- 
tration has sought to reduce the amounts spent on taxpayer 
assistance activities. 

This report discusses IRS' administration of its taxpayer 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL"S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

NEED TO BETTER ASSESS CON- 
SEQUENCES BEFORE REDUCING 
TAXPAYE:R 11SSISTANCE 

DIGEST ------ 

Because our income tax laws are complex, tax- 
payers often turn to the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) for help in preparing their tax 
returns. In fiscal year 1982, IRS received 
39.2 million telephone calls Erom taxpayers; 
8.1 million visits to its walk-in offices; and 
over 100,000 letters of inquiry. IRS spent 
$130 million to meet the demand for taxpayer 
assistance in fiscal year 1982. 

Nonetheless, escalating federal budget defi- 
cits and the administration's efforts to 
reduce federal spending have prompted IRS to 
revise and/or reduce certain aspects of its 
taxpayer service program. For example, IRS' 
taxpayer assistance program budget declined 
from 4,953 staff years in 1980 to 4,080 in 
1982--an l8-percent decrease. In light of 
this program reduction, the Chairman of the 
Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on 
Oversight of Government Management asked GAO 
to evaluate IRS' taxpayer assistance activi- 
ties and to report the reslslts of that evalua- 
tion to the Congress. 

GAO's objective was to evaluate three key IRS 
taxpayer assistance activities--telephone, 
walk-in, and correspondence--by (1) assessing 
their accuracy, timeliness, and availability 
during the 1982 filing seasct-; (2) using ques- 
tionnaires to determine who %.sed IRS-provided 
taxpayer assistance and to Identify what kinds 
of assistance users and othet taxpayers need- 
ed; and (3) identifying ways in which IRS 
could improve assistance ar-t lvities. 

TELEPHONE ASSISTANCE 

IRS believes telephone assistance is the most 
efficient way to answer taxpayers' questions. 
And, in fiscal year 1982, IRS was able to 
handle 20 percent more calls than it handled 
in 1979 while devoting 14 percent fewer staff 
years to that task. IRS wds able to achieve 
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this productivity gain with little reduction 
in the accuracy and timeliness of responses-- 
at least for those taxpayers who were able to 
reach an IRS assistor and get an answer to a 
question. But an increasing demand for tele- 
phone assistance made it difficult for many 
taxpayers to get through to an IRS assistor 
due to busy signals, excessive waiting time on 
hold, or disconnected calls. 

By taking the latter problem into account, 
together with statistics on the percentage of 
erroneous responses made by IRS assistors (13 
percent in 1978 and 14 percent in 1982), it 
becomes clear that the overall utility of IRS' 
telephone assistance has declined. GAO's an- 
alysis shows that, on the average, for each 
100 telephone calls made to IRS in 1982, 72 
resulted in contact with an IRS assistor who 
correctly answered a question. In comparison, 
in 1978, 80 out of every 100 calls, on the 
average, resulted in contact with an IRS 
assistor who correctly answered a question. 
The remaining calls (28 in 1982, 20 in 1978) 
either did not get answered, were cut off, or 
resulted in assistors providing erroneous 
answers. (See pp. 5 to 10.) 

WALK-IN ASSISTANCE 

During much of the past decade, IRS walk-in 
offices have answered taxpayers' tax law ques- 
tions, helped taxpayers prepare their own tax 
returns, prepared tax returns for taxpayers, 
reviewed returns prepared by taxpayers, and 
clarified correspondence sent by IRS to tax- 
payers. 

In recent years, however, IRS has reduced the 
number of its walk-in offices and changed the 
focus of the services provided in the remain- 
ing offices. These actions were prompted by 
an 18-percent decrease in staff years devoted 
to taxpayer assistance between fiscal years 
1980 and 1982. To deal with that cutback, IRS 
essentially stopped preparing and reviewing 
returns for taxpayers and concentrated instead 
on self-help as the primary means for return 
preparation. Under that approach, one IRS 
employee typically is assigned to lead tax- 
payers through the return preparation process 
on a group basis. 
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Revisions to IRS' walk-in assistance program 
have achieved mixed results. On the one hand, 
by deemphasizing time-consuming return prepa- 
ration and return review assistance in 1982, 
IRS was able to enhance the overall productiv- 
ity of assistors and provide assistance to 
taxpayers in a more timely fashion. On the 
other hand, the overall accessibility of 
walk-in assistance declined in 1982 because 
IRS decided to close many walk-in offices and 
to reduce the operating hours of others. 
Moreover, IRS does not know if or how walk-in 
assistance program changes have affected tax 
return accuracy rates. (See PP- 10 to 18.) 

CORRESPONDENCE ASSISTANCE 

IRS consistently receives about 100,000 writ- 
ten inquiries from taxpayers each year. IRS 
has not sought to reduce its correspondence 
assistance program. Instead, it has main- 
tained a practice of responding to all such 
inquiries. GAO tested the timeliness and ac- 
curacy of efforts to handle written inquiries 
at 5 of IRS' 59 districts in 1982. GAO found 
that the five districts generally handled 
inquiries within 14 calendar days--IRS' estab- 
lished goal for timeliness. Furthermore, GAO 
found that IRS' responses were accurate in 99 
percent of the correspondence cases reviewed. 
(See PP~ 18 and 19.) 

ASSISTA,NCE PROGRAM CUTBACKS 
DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECTED 
CERTAIN TAXPAYER GROUPS 

Although IRS can often predict the effects of 
taxpayer assistance program changes on the 
number of taxpayers affected, it lacks ade- 
quate data on their characteristics. Through 
questionnaires, GAO sought to identify the 
characteristics of users of IRS assistance and 
to compare them to taxpayers in general. The 
data GAO developed and compared dealt with 
taxpayer age, education, income level, and 
residence location. While the information GAO 
developed on users of IRS telephone and walk- 
in assistance is not statistically projectible 
to the universe of IRS assistance users, it 
does indicate the characteristics of those 
taxpayers who responded to these question- 
naires. 
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GAO found that reductions in tbe availability 
of telephone and walk-in assistance have had 
disproportionate effects on various taxpayer 
groups wlthin GAO’s sample. For example, 
college graduates, lndlviduals with incomes 
over $20,000, and individuals age 65 and over 
were affected more than other groups by the 
decline In the avallabllity of telephone 
assistance. That IS, these groups were 
affected more so than others by Increased 
difficulties associated with getting through 
to an IRS assistor--busy signals, excessive 
waiting time on hold, and disconnected calls. 
Individuals with incomes of $5,000 to $10,000 
and indlvlduals age 65 or over were propor- 
tlonately more affected than other groups by 
the recent walk-in assrstance program changes. 
In particular, these groups were affected 
more so than others by IRS’ deemphasls of 
return preparation and return review asslst- 
ante and by closure of numerous walk-in 
offices and reductions in operatrng hours for 
other offices. (See w- 19 to 24.) 

GAO’s questionnaire resalts also indicated 
that further reductions in taxpayer assistance 
levels could have adverse effects on the tax 
system. That IS, some users of IRS-provided 
assistance told GAO tnat further program 
reductions would prompt them to either (1) not 
file tax returns or (2) not fill out parts of 
tax returns they file. Although taxpayers 
could react differently when faced with an 
actual declslon rather than a response to a 
questionnaire, their responses nevertheless 
raise concerns about the potential effects of 
further assistance program reductions on 
voluntary compliance levels. (See pp. 31 to 
34.) 

BETTER MANAGEMENT INFORMATION NEEDED ---_- 

Although the availability of telephone and 
walk-in assistance had declined in 1982, IRS 
nevertheless proposed further taxpayer assis- 
tance proqram reductions in fiscal years 1983 
and 1984, As part of an overall effort to 
deal with the problem ot escalating federal 
budget deficits, the administration proposed 
to reduce IRS’ taxpayer assistance program 
budget from 4,080 staff years in fiscal year 
1982 to 2,394 staff yrar5 tn fiscal year 1983. 
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The Congress intervened, however, through the 
appropriations process and required that IRS 
continue its taxpayer assistance activities in 
fiscal year 1983 at fiscal year 1982 staffing 
and funding levels. For fiscal year 1984, 
IRS' budget proposal called for 3,319 staff 
years for taxpayer service activities. Rut 

again, the Congress intervened and required 
IRS to operate its 1984 taxpayer assistance 
program at a service level comparable to that 
offered in fiscal year 1983. (See pp. 25 and 
26.) 

Congress' decision to not accept the admin- 
istration's proposals seems appropriate 
because there is insufficient management 
information available on how taxpayers would 
react to such program reductions and how their 
reactions would affect the revenues collected 
through the tax system. Some issues that 
should be considered with respect to these 
matters include the following. 

--Do taxpayers still find it difficult to 
understand IRS forms and publications? 
Historically, taxpayers have found it 
difficult to do so. (See pp. 27 and 28.) 

--Will volunteer groups and paid preparers be 
able to compensate for IRS assistance pro- 
gram reductions? These groups would be 
called on to fill at least some of the void 
created by any further taxpayer assistance 
program reduction. (See PP+ 28 to 30.) 

--will proposed reductions in telephone assis- 
tance have undesirable effects on other as- 
pects of IRS operations? For example, would 
taxpayers seek out IRS auditors to get 
answers to their tax law questions, thus 
diverting auditors from their primary task? 
(See PP~ 30 and 31.) 

--Will reduced assistance levels affect volun- 
tary compliance levels? That is, would tax- 
payers be less inclined to file tax returns 
or to fill out parts of tax returns? (See 
pp. 31 to 34.) 
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--As previously discussed, will further IRS 
assistance program cutbacks disproportion- 
ately affect certain taxpayer groups? I See 
PP= 34 and 35,) 
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Each of these issues should be evaluated in 
considering further program cutbacks. Mean- 
while, there are actrons IRS can take to 
improve its taxpayer assistance activities. 
In particular, IRS should decide whether fur- 
ther consolidations of telephone sites would 
prove cost-effective without unreasonably 
decreasrng the utility of telephone service 
from the taxpayer's perspective. Also, IRS 
should seek to divert more taxpayers who have 
tax law and account-related questions from 
walk-In assistors to telephone assistors. By 
so doing, IRS could achieve cost savings while 
contrnuing to afford taxpayers with answers to 
therr tax law questions. Further, IRS should 
continue to experiment with and, where feas- 
ible, promote the use of audro and video tapes 
by taxpayers seeklng assistance. (See pp. 36 
to 47.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMISSIONER 
OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

To make possible a more informed assessment of 
the consequences of any future cutbacks in 
taxpayer assistance activities, GAO recommends 
that the Commissioner develop better manage- 
ment information on the overall utility of 
IRS' taxpayer assistance program. In particu- 
lar, the Commissioner should develop manage- 
ment information on the five issues drscussed 
in the preceding section. GAO also recommends 
that the Commissioner take a series of actions 
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
IRS' taxpayer assistance activities. (See 
PP- 48 and 49.) 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS 

IRS cannot now provide the Congress with data 
which will reasonably ensure that the poten- 
tial adverse effects of taxpayer assistance 
program cutbacks will not exceed the cost re- 
ductions to be achieved. Therefore, given the 
potential risks associated with further pro- 
gram cutbacks-- especially a possible decline 
in voluntary compliance levels--GAO recommends 
that the Congress continue to provide IRS with 
funds to operate telephone, walk-in, and cor- 
respondence assistance programs. In deciding 
on the level of funding for future appropria- 
tions, the Congress should consider the 



information contained in this report on tbe 
(1) accuracy, availabillty, and timeliness of 
service being provided at current funding 
levels and (2) kinds of assistance needed as 
identified by users of IRS’ various programs. 
(See p. 49.) 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

The Acting Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 
in providing IRS’ comments on a draft of this 
report, generally agreed with GAO’s conclu- 
sions and recommendations. The Act Lng Commis- 
sioner stated that IRS would pursue efforts to 
(1) develop better management lnformatlon on 
the overall utility of the Service’s taxpayer 
assistance activities and (2) improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of these activi- 
ties. (See PP. 49 and 50.) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Because our tax laws have evolved into a complicated array 
of exemptions, exclusions, deductions, and credits, taxpayers 
often need assistance in understanding the tax laws and in pre- 
paring their returns. For over a decade, IRS has had a formal 
program for assisting taxpayers and, until recently, has sought 
to expand and/or improve that program. Recently, however, due 
to escalating federal budget deficits and the administration's 
efforts to reduce federal spending, IRS decided to revise and 
reduce its taxpayer service program and announced that it was 
contemplating further revisions and reductions for future years. 
In light of these IRS actions, the Chairman of the Senate 
Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on Oversight of Government 
Management asked us to evaluate IRS' taxpayer assistance 
activities. 

During fiscal year 1982, most taxpayers requesting IRS 
assistance relied on telephone contacts--about 39,2 million 
telephone calls were made to IRS on toll-free assistance lines. 
Some taxpayers visited IRS walk-in offices--about 8.1 million 
visits were made to these offices. Other taxpayers corresponded 
with IRS for assistance-- IRS districts received about 100,000 
letters from taxpayers seeking answers to questions or re- 
questing assistance to resolve problems. During fiscal year 
1982, IRS spent a total of $130 million on taxpayer assistance 
activities. 

HOW IRS' TAXPAYER SERVICE 
PROGRAM EVOLVED 

IRS began providinq assistance to taxpayers informally in 
the early 1940's through such practices as providing basic tax 
information over public address systems in federal buildings. 
An expanded program was established in the early 1950's as part 
of IRS' audit and collection responsibilities. The program, 
which was offered primarily during the tax filing season,' 
consisted of IRS auditors and clerks providing information to 
taxpayers so that they could prepare their own tax returns. 

IRS' taxpayer service program continued to expand during 
the 1960's and 1970's and, as it did, the program gradually 
separated from IRS' audit and collection activities and began to 
develop its own organizational identity. In 1963, taxpayer 

'The tax filing season is the period each year which begins on 
January 1 and ends on April 15. This is the time frame during 
which most taxpayers file their tax returns with IRS. 



service was established as a branch of the Collection Division 
in IRS' national office. In 1971, IRS reorganized the taxpayer 
service function and, in so doing, upgraded it organizationally 
to reflect an increased emphasis on providing effective assist- 
ance to taxpayers. Specifically, IRS established a separate 
Taxpayer Service Division in its national office under an As- 
sistant Commissioner for Accounts, Collection, and Taxpayer Ser- 
vice. However, in each district office, taxpayer service 
remained part of IRS' collection activity. 

Even so, the reorganization brought with it full-time tax 
assistors and a year-round taxpayer service program in district 
offices. IRS also began to use seasonal employees during the 
tax-filing period to reduce program reliance on technical and 
semi-technical employees detailed from other activities. The 
seasonal employees received specialized training to help them 
assist taxpayers in preparing their returns. 

In 1977 and 1978, in response to complaints from taxpayers 
and taxpayer groups, various conqressional committees and sub- 
committees conducted evaluations of the effectiveness of IRS' 
taxpayer service program. In 1978, the House Government Opera- 
tions Committee concluded that IRS had substantially improved 
its taxpayer service program. However, the Committee said that 
it still was not satisfied that IRS was providing the quality of 
assistance to which taxpayers were entitled. The Committee 
recommended that IRS continue to upgrade its taxpayer assistance 
activities so taxpayers could better meet their responsibilities 
under the Nation's self-assessment system. Concurrently, vari- 
ous members of the Congress consldered requiring that IRS create 
and maintain in its national offlce a separate Assistant Commis- 
sioner position solely for taxpayer service, 

In July 7978, as part of an overall reorganization, IRS 
established a separate Assistant Commissioner position for tax- 
payer service, although Congress had not enacted legislation 
requiring this position. At that. time, IRS officials stated 
that the change was needed to separate taxpayer service from 
collection, which is an enforcement function, and to provide for 
the first time a completely separate organizational and execu- 
tive identity to taxpayer service, IRS further stated that the 
reorganization afforded taxpayer service a voice equal to that 
of enforcement activities in establishing national policy. By 
October 1978, IRS had created separate taxpayer service 
divisions in each of its 58 dlstxlcts. 

IRS HAS REEVALUATED ITS COMMITMENT - 
TO TAXPAYER SERVICE 

In recent years, as a result of the generally tight federal 
budget, the trend tow;lrd increadLny taxpayer service staff year 
budgets has not only stopped but has been reversed. IRS' budget 
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proposals for its taxpayer service program which provides for 
taxpayer assistance, tax privacy enforcement, tax forms distri- 
bution, document matching, and the problem resolution program 
have been declining since fiscal year 1980, In 1980, the Con- 
gress authorized 5,591 staff years for all IRS taxpayer service 
program activities compared to 4,818 staff years for fiscal year 
1982, a decrease of 14 percent. The taxpayer assistance portion 
of the budget declined from 4,953 staff years in 1980 to 4,080 
in 1982, a decrease of 18 percent. That portion of the budget 
represents the bulk of the total program budget and includes 
telephone, walk-in, and correspondence assistance, as well as 
taxpayer information and education activities. 

In formulating its fiscal year 1982 budget request, IRS 
decided to eliminate direct return preparation and return review 
assistance at walk-in offices. With direct return preparation 
assistance, IRS personnel actually filled out parts or all of a 
return for an individual taxpayer. With return review assis- 
tance, IRS personnel checked individual taxpayers' returns for 
mathematical accuracy and completeness before the return was 
filed. Exceptions were made for physically handicapped tax- 
payers and for taxpayers who were unable to use self-help return 
preparation assistance, In addition, IRS also significantly 
reduced the number of walk-in offices. In fiscal year 1982, for 
example, IRS operated 632 walk-in offices compared to the 844 
offices it operated in fiscal year 1980, a 25-percent reduction. 

While this reduced level of assistance is siqnificant, IRS' 
fiscal year 1983 budqet proposed even more drastic reductions to 
taxpayer assistance proqrams. IRS' proposed fiscal year 1983 
budget for the taxpayer assistance portion of its program called 
for 2,394 staff years, a decrease of 1,686 staff years, or 41 
percent, from the 1982 budget. And, with 2,394 staff years, IRS 
expected to be able to handle only 17.9 million taxpayer con- 
tacts, which represented a 62-percent decrease from the 47.4 
million contacts it handled in fiscal year 1982. However, the 
Congress intervened via the appropriations process and ordered 
IRS to operate taxpayer assistance programs in fiscal year 1983 
at levels equivalent to those provided in fiscal year 1982. 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY -- 

Our objective was to measure the economy, efficiency, and 
effectiveness of IRS' taxpayer assistance activities. We sought 
to accomplish this objective in three phases. In phase one, we 
measured the accuracy, timeliness, and availability of each of 
IRS' three taxpayer assistance activities--telephone, walk-in, 
and correspondence --during the 1982 filing season. We discussed 
the preliminary results of this work in testimony before the 
Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management, Senate 
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Committee on Governmental Affairs, on March 24, 1982. In phase 
two, using questionnaires, we determined who used IRS-provided 
taxpayer assistance and identified what kinds of assistance 
users and other taxpayers needed.2 In phase three, we sought to 
identify ways in which IRS could improve the economy and effi- 
ciency of its taxpayer assistance activities. 

We used standard statistical techniques to evaluate IRS ac- 
curacy and timeliness and to select taxpayers for our question- 
naire mailings. During the 1982 filing season, we visited 5 of 
the 59 IRS district offices to observe taxpayer assistance 
activities, to discuss these activities with responsible IRS 
officials, and to review available records. We also discussed 
taxpayer assistance activities with IRS headquarters officials 
and obtained and reviewed available records from those offi- 
cials. 
ter 4. 

Our methodology is discussed in greater detail in chap- 
This review was performed in accordance with generally 

accepted government auditing standards. 

20ur questionnaires were sent to (1) taxpayers in general (the 
results are projectible to the universe of all taxpayers), (2) 
users of IRS telephone assistance and users of IRS walk-in 
assistance (the results for each are projectible only to those 
taxpayers who responded), and (3) users of IRS correspondence 
assistance (the results are projectible to the five IRS district 
offices we visited). 
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CHAPTER 2 

BUDGETARY CONSTRAINTS HAVE REDUCED 
IRS' ABILITY TO ASSIST TAXPAYERS 

Like many other federal agencies, IRS has had to cope with 
resource limitations in recent years. Rowever, through produc- 
tivity gains and program revisions, IRS has sought to maintain 
effective taxpayer assistance programs. Although IRS has coped 
well with resource limitations, the availability of telephone 
and walk-in assistance declined in fiscal year 1982 as compared 
to fiscal year 1979. In contrast, the availability of corres- 
pondence assistance remained steady. 

Although IRS can often predict the effects of taxpayer as- 
sistance program changes in terms of the number of taxpayers 
affected, it lacks adequate data on the characteristics of those 
taxpayers. Such data is essential both to the Congress and to 
IRS because informed taxpayer assistance program decisions can- 
not be made without knowledge of the characteristics of the 
groups who will be affected. Through questionnaires, therefore, 
we sought to identify the characteristics of users of IRS as- 
sistance and to compare them to taxpayers in general. We were 
able to develop and compare data on taxpayer age, education, 
income level, and residence location. 

Among other things, we found that reductions in the avail- 
ability of certain forms of IRS assistance disproportionately 
affected certain taxpayer groups. The reduced availability of 
telephone assistance, for example, negatively affected the pri- 
mary users of that form of assistance--college graduates, in- 
dividuals with incomes over $20,000, and individuals age 65 and 
older. Reductions in the availabilLty of walk-in assistance 
negatively affected individuals with incomes of $5,000 to 
$10,000 and individuals age 65 and rllder--the primary users of 
walk-in assistance. Conversely, the correspondence assistance 
program, which was not reduced, benefited college graduates and 
individuals with incomes over $30,000. 

TELEPHONE ASSISTANCE: 
PRODUCTIVITY GAINS HAVE NOT 
KEPT PACE WITH GROWING DEMAND 

IRS has long considered the telephone to be the most effi- 
cient means of assisting taxpayers with tax law and account- 
related questions. In fiscal year 1982, IRS responded to 39.2 
million telephone calls compared to 32.6 million in fiscal year 
1979, a 20-percent increase. At the same time, the number of 
staff hours devoted to answering calls decreased by 14 percent. 
And, IRS was able to achieve this productivity gain without 
sacrificing much in the way of accuracy and timeliness of 



responses --at least for those taxpayers who were able to reach 
an IRS telephone assistor and get an answer to a question. On 
the other hand, the overall availability of telephone assistance 
declined substantially. That is, many taxpayers either could 
not get through to an IRS assistor or did not get their 
questions answered before being cut off. 

The productivity of telephone 
assistance has increased 
substantially 

Historically, IRS has considered telephone assistance to be 
the most efficient method for helping taxpayers. IRS therefore 
has encouraged taxpayers to use the telephone when seeking an- 
swers to tax law and account-related questions and as a means 
for ordering forms and publications. Currently, IRS operates 
toll-free telephone systems in 52 different locations throughout 
the United States and Puerto Rico. During fiscal year 1982, 
about 83 percent of IRS' taxpayer assistance workload was 
handled by telephone. 

In recent years, the demand for 
assistance has been growing. Still, 
some of the increased demand without 
staff resources devoted to telephone 
following table. 

IRS-provided telephone 
IRS has been able to handle 
a corresponding increase in 
assistance, as shown in the 

-- Fiscal y ear -_--I 
1979 1980 1981 

-- 
1982 

Taxpayer telephone 
calls 

Number of calls 
answered (in 
millions) 

Percent increase 
over fiscal 
year 1979 

IRS telephone assistor 
staff hours - 

Number of hours 
(in millions) 

32.6 34.5 36.0 39.2 

6.0 10.4 20.4 

2.8 2.9 2.7 2.4 

Percent increase 
(decrease) over 
fiscal year 1979 - 2.1 14.1) 

Calls handled per 
staff hour 11.6 12.1 13.4 16.2 

(13.6) 
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In fiscal year 1982, IRS responded to 39.2 million tele- 
phone calls compared to 32.6 million in fiscal year 1979, a 20.4 
percent increase. At the same time, IRS used only 2.4 million 
staff hours in fiscal year 1982 to provide this service compared 
to 2.8 million staff hours in fiscal year 1979, a 13.6-percent 
decrease. In effect, IRS increased the number of calls handled 
per staff hour in fiscal year 1982 to 16.2 from 11.6 in fiscal 
year 1979. 

Moreover, while increasing absolute productivity in terms 
of calls handled per staff hour, IRS was able to avoid decreases 
in the accuracy and timeliness of telephone assistance. 
Nevertheless, IRS’ productivity gains have not been sufficient 
to completely offset increased demand. In this regard, the 
overall availability of telephone assistance has declined. 

The accuracy and timeliness 
of telephone assistance 
has remained stable 

The accuracy of IRS' telephone assistance has remained 
fairly stable according to IRS data and according to tests we 
conducted in 1978 and 1982. During the 1978 filing season, we 
made 873 telephone calls over a 3-day period at randomly se- 
lected times to 20 of the then existing 70 IRS answering sites. 
We developed 14 tax law questions for use in measuring the ac- 
curacy of IRS' answers. During the 1982 filing season, we con- 
ducted a similar test, making 1,092 telephone calls over a 66- 
day period to 49 of IRS' 52 answering sites.' We used 20 tax 
law questions for the 1982 test--10 from our 1978 test and 10 
newly developed ones. Of the new questions, seven related to 
tax changes contained in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, 
IRS emphasized these changes when training tax assistors for the 
1982 filing season. Our test results2 revealed the following , 
about the accuracy of IRS' telephone assistance. 

--IRS' overall accuracy in responding to tax law questions 
differed only slightly, changing from 87 percent in 1978 
to 86 percent in 1982. 

--For the 10 questlons used during both our 1978 and 1982 
tests, IRS' accuracy rate remained steady at 87 percent. 

--For the seven new questions related to the Economic 
Recovery Tax Act of 1981, IRS responses were accurate 81 
percent of the time. 

IWe excluded Anchorage, Alaska; Honolulu, Hawaii; and San Juan, 
Puerto Rico. 

2The percentages are based on calls responded to by an assistor 
1803 in 1978 and 916 in 1982). 
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--For the three new questions we developed which were 
not related to the Economic Recovery Act of 1981, IRS 
responses were accurate 96 percent of the time. 

IRS' own data also showed that its accuracy rate remained 
steady at about 98 percent. The difference between our statis- 
tics on accuracy and IRS' data can be explained in part by the 
fact that our tests related only to specific tax law questions, 
while IRS' statistics also included calls made by taxpayers to 
obtain forms and publications. In this regard, IRS' data showed 
that, during fiscal year 1981, telephone assistors responded to 
36 million inquiries --about 21.7 million, or 60 percent, in- 
volved tax law questions: about 10.5 million, or 29 percent, 
involved account-related questions; and about 3.8 million, or 11 
percent, pertained to requests for forms, instructions, or pub- 
lications. 

As to the timeliness of telephone assistance, we found that 
there had been only a slight decline in IRS' efficiency--at 
least with respect to those taxpayers who were able to get 
through to an IRS assistor. We found, for example, that each 
time a taxpayer called IRS in 1982, there was a 44-percent prob- 
ability of being placed on hold before reaching an assistor. In 
1978, we found that 42 percent of callers were placed on hold. 
We also found that it took a taxpayer an average of 45 seconds 
to reach an IRS assistor in 1982. IRS records indicate that, 
during fiscal years 1979 through 1981, the majority of taxpayers 
reached an IRS assistor within 20 to 40 seconds. 

Thus, for those taxpayers who reached an IRS assistor, the 
accuracy and timeliness of telephone assistance remained rela- 
tively stable in 1982. Conversely, many taxpayers found it more 
difficult to get through to IRS via telephone in 1982. 

Despite productivity gains, the 
availability of telephone assistance 
has declined substantially 

Although IRS has maintained stable accuracy and timeliness 
levels for telephone assistance, productivity gains have not 
kept pace with the growing demand for that assistance. As a re- 
sult, the overall availability of telephone assistance has de- 
clined substantially. 

According to our sample results, taxpayers could expect to 
reach an IRS assistor on their first call only 62 percent of the 
time in 1982 compared to 78 percent of the time in 1978. Fur- 
thermore, taxpayers willing to make multiple calls to IRS had 
only an 85-percent chance in 1982 of reaching an assistor within 
a total of five call attempts. In 1978, taxpayers could expect 
to reach an IRS assistor 96 percent of the time within five call 
attempts. 
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Calls may not be completed for a variety of reasons. For 
example, IRS can disconnect a taxpayer's call before an asslstor 
answers: a taxpayer can personally terminate a call after waiting 
on hold for a period of time;3 or a taxpayer may encounter a 
busy signal or a continuous ringing wlthout an answer. The 
following table summarizes our sample results In this regard. 

1978 1982 
Number Percent Number Percent 

Total calls 
attempted 873 100 1,092 100 

Calls not 
completed 34 4 159 15 

Completed calls 839 

Besides problems with calls not completed, taxpayers also 
experienced problems with Inaccurate responses. In both 1978 and 
1982, about 12 percent of the total calls made to IRS resulted In 
taxpayers getting an inaccurate IRS response to a question. By 
combining the inaccuracy rates with data on calls not completed 
for the years 1978 and 1982, we were able to compare the overall 
utility of IRS' telephone assistance program for those 2 years, 
as shown In the following table. 

1978 1982 
Number Percent Number Percent 

Total calls 
attempted, less: 873 100 1,092 100 

Calls not 
completed 34 4 159 15 

Terminated 
calls4 36 4 17 2 

Completed calls 
resulting in 
inaccurate 
responses 108 

Total calls made 
which were completed 
and resulted in an 
accurate response 695 - 

12 125 11 

80 791 

31?or our test, we waited on hold for 30 minutes. 

'Terminated calls include those lost during discussion with an 
assistor and those lost during referral to a back-up assrstor. 
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Thus, while IRS has encouragec taxpayers to use the tele- 
phone when seeking assistance, our sample results indicate that 
the overall adequacy of telephone assistance has declined. The 
above statistic<; mean that for each 100 telephone calls made to 
IRS in 1982, only 72 resulted in contact with an IRS assistor 
who correctly answered a question. The remaining 28 calls 
either did not get answered, were cut off, or resulted in assis- 
tors providing erroneous answers. In comparison, in 1978, 80 
out of every 100 calls, on the average, resulted in contact with 
an IRS assistor who correctly answered a question. A decline in 
the adequacy of telephone assistance between 1978 and 1982 is 
also confirmed by IRS data. The IRS data showed that, in 1982, 
29 percent of the taxpayers who called IRS had difficulty 
reaching an assistor. Comparable IRS data for 1979 indicates 
that only 19 percent of the taxpayers who called experienced 
similar difficulties that year. 

Moreover, the significance of the decline in the adequacy 
of telephone assistance has been heightened by a reduction in 
the availability of an alternative form of assistance--walk-in 
assistance. 

WALK-IN ASSISTANCE: A 
SUBSTANTIALLY REVISED-PROGRAM HAS 
PROVIDED LIMITED SERVICES TO 
TAXPAYERS IN SELECTED GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS 

Like the sjtuatlon with telephone assistance, IRS has also 
had to deal witi resource limitations which have affected walk- 
in assistance activities. And atlaIn, like the situation with 
telephone assistance, IRS has generally responded well to that 
challenge. Specifically, 
tivity gains, 

through program revisions and produc- 
IRS has achieved some success in continuing a use- 

ful walk-in assistance program. Still, the overall availability 
of walk-in assic,t+ance has declined in recent years. 

Budget constraints caused IRS to 
substantially revise its walk-in 
assistance program 

During much of the past decade, IRS walk-in offices have 
provided assistance such as answering taxpayers' tax-law ques- 
tions, helping taxpayers prepare their own tax returns (self- 
help return preparation) , preparing tax returns for taxpayers 
(direct return preparation), 
payers (return review), 

reviewing returns prepared by tax- 
and clarifying account-related corres- 

pondence sent by IRS to taxpayers. 
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Taxpayer recelvmg assistance at IRS walk-m office. 

IRS classroom eqqo~pped with overslzed charts of tax forms for self-help mstruction 



As early as fiscal year 1979, IRS began discouraging direct 
return preparation by its personnel. IRS records show that, as 
a result, the number of returns prepared by IRS personnel 
declined from 608,000 in fiscal year 1979 to 175,000 in fiscal 
year 1981, a decrease of 71 percent. At the same time, IRS 
encouraged taxpayers to use self-help and/or return review 
assistance. From fiscal years 1979 to 1981, the number of 
returns IRS personnel helped taxpayers prepare increased by 24 
percent from 1.7 million to 2.1 million, and the number of 
taxpayer-prepared returns reviewed by IRS personnel increased 26 
percent from 272,000 to 344,000. 

Despite the continuing high demand for assistance at walk- 
in offices, however, IRS decided to discontinue all forms of 
return preparation assistance at walk-In offices for the 1982 
filing period. That decision evoked criticism from various mem- 
bers of the Congress and the public, and on December 21, 1981, 
IRS headquarters Instructed district offices to continue self- 
help assistance. Unfortunately, the media had already informed 
the public of IRS' plans to stop providing tax preparation as- 
sistance at its walk-in offices. The apparent effect was a 32- 
percent decline in the number of taxpayers receiving self-help 
assistance during filing season 1982 in comparison to filing 
season 1981. Moreover, IRS proceeded with its plans to elimi- 
nate direct return preparation and return review assistance. 
Exceptions were made, however, for physically handicapped tax- 
payers and for taxpayers who were ilnable to use the self-help 
concept. 

The program revisions made by IRS achieved their intended 
effect. That is, the time spent by taxpayer assistance person- 
nel on return preparation and review activities fell from 42 
percent during the 1979 filing season to 25 percent during the 
1982 filing season. This is the main reason why IRS has been 
able to continue to meet much of the demand for walk-in assist- 
ance. In fiscal year 1979, for example, IRS responded to 8.3 
million walk-in contacts compared to 8.1 million in fiscal year 
1982, a 2-percent decrease. At the same time, the number of 
staff hours devoted to walk-in contacts decreased from 1.6 mil- 
lion to 1 million, a 38-percent decrease. In effect, IRS' pro- 
ductivity increased from 5.2 contacts per staff hour in fiscal 
year 1979 to 8.1 contacts per staff hour in fiscal year 1982. 

Thus, during the past few years, IRS has made many changes 
to its walk-in assistance program--with mixed results in terms 
of effects on the timeliness and availability of this form of 
taxpayer assistance. 
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Recent proqram revisions have affected 
the timeliness and availability of 
walk-in assistance 

Revisions to IRS' walk-in assistance program have achieved 
mixed results. As previously indicated, the overall produc- 
tivity of assistors increased substantially in 1982. Also, as 
discussed below, assistance was provided to taxpayers in a more 
timely fashion. In spite of this, the overall availability of 
walk-in assistance declined in 1982. Moreover, IRS lacks infor- 
mation on what, if any, effects the program changes may have had 
on accuracy rates. 

Effects of program revisions 
on the accuracy of walk-in 
assistance are unknown 

For a variety of reasons, IRS has only limited data on the 
accuracy of assistance provided taxpayers at walk-in offices. 
As a result, it has been unable to assess whether and how recent 
program revisions have affected the accuracy of walk-in assist- 
ance activities. 

When a taxpayer seeks return preparation assistance from 
IRS at a walk-in office, that individual may choose to (1) com- 
plete and file the return on the spot or (2) take a partially 
completed or draft tax return home for completion and filing at 
a later time. During fiscal year 1981, 2.6 million taxpayers 
received return review assistance at IRS walk-in offices. Of 
these, 400,000, or 15 percent, completed and filed the return on 
the spot. IRS has collected data on the mathematical accuracy 
and quality of returns filed by these individuals. 

IRS uses its service center computers to test the mathema- 
tical accuracy of returns filed on the spot at walk-in offices. 
This is possible because walk-in office personnel place an iden- 
tifying stamp on returns left with them so that service center 
personnel can readily identify those returns. With respect to 
return quality, IRS districts annually review statistical sam- 
ples of returns prepared or reviewed at walk-in offices. Qual- 
ity reviews differ from mathematical checks in that they seek to 
verify the logic and completeness of a tax return. For example, 
a quality review might note that a particular taxpayer failed to 
list the names of claimed dependents on form 1040--an omission 
which service center computers would not detect via mathematical 
calculations. 

IRS' dual analysis of returns prepared and/or reviewed by 
IRS personnel during fiscal years 1980 and 1981 indicated that 
such returns reflected a high degree of accuracy and quality. 
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For example, IRS service centers found that the mathematical 
accuracy rate for the returns was 96.6 percent in both fiscal 
year 1980 and 1981. In comparison, the mathematical accuracy 
rate for tax returns in general was 93.1 percent in fiscal year 
1980 and 92.6 percent in 1981. Also, district office quality 
reviews of returns prepared or reviewed at walk-in offices found 
that accuracy levels were 94.9 percent and 95.8 percent, 
respectively, for fiscal years 1980 and 1981. 

On the other hand, IRS has no data on the accuracy of the 
2.2 million returns which were prepared and/or reviewed at--but 
not filed with --walk-in offices in 1981. Also, IRS has no ready 
means for checking the accuracy of answers provided taxpayers by 
walk-in office personnel with respect to tax law and account- 
related questions. Thus, overall, IRS has only limited data on 
the accuracy of walk-in assistance. As a result, it has been 
unable to measure the effects of recent program changes on 
walk-in assistance accuracy levels. 

In contrast, IRS has better data on the effects of program 
revisions on the timeliness of walk-in assistance. 

Program revisions enabled 
IRS to deliver walk-in 
assistanccin a more timely 
fashion 

For a variety of reasons, the overall timeliness of IRS- 
provided walk-in assistance improved during the 1982 filing sea- 
son, in comparison to the 1979 filing season. Chief among the 
reasons for the improvement, however, were program revisions 
which deemphasized the more time-consuming forms of assistance-- 
direct return preparation and return review. Still, by deempha- 
sizing those activities, IRS was able to achieve productivity 
qains which generally translated into shorter waiting times and 
shorter actual assistance times for taxpayers. 

As previously discussed, IRS all but eliminated direct 
return preparation and return review assistance in fiscal year 
1982, Also, IRS initially intended to eliminate self-help as- 
sistance as well. The Congress intervened, however, and IRS 
decided to retain self-help assistance. Furthermore, IRS de- 
cided to provide direct return preparation and/or return review 
assistance, on a case-by-case basis, for those taxpayers with 
special needs. 

IRS' initial decision to eliminate all forms of return 
preparation assistance was heavily publicized throughout the 
Nation. And, although IRS partially reversed its initial deci- 
sion, the early publicity, combined with actual deemphasis of 
direct return preparation and return review, had the effect of 
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greatly decreasing the demand for assistance. In this regard, 
IRS provided some form of return preparation assistance (direct, 
return review, or self-help) at walk-in offices to 2.2 million 
taxpayers during the 1979 filing season. In contrast, only 1.2 
million taxpayers obtained similar assistance in filing season 
1982--a 45-percent decline. 

The decreased demand for these forms of assistance enabled 
IRS to reduce taxpayer waiting time for each of the three kinds 
of return preparation assistance, as shown in the following 
table. The table also indicates that actual assistance time 
remained relatively stable for self-help and return review, but 
declined substantially for direct return preparation. 

Type of 
assistance -- 

Average waiting 
time (minutes) 

(notea) -- 
Percent 
increase 

1979 1982 -- (deczzasel 

Self-help 14.0 10.5 (25) 

Direct return 
preparation 18.9 9.0 (52) 

Return review 15.3 5.0 (67) 

Account- 
related inquiry 5.9 12.1 to5 

Tax law inquiry 5.3 4.0 (25) 

Average assistance 
time (minutes) -- 

(notea) 
Percent 
increase 

or 
1979 7982 (decrease) - - 

13.9 13.7 (1) 

13.4b 11,ob (18) 

6.7 7.0 4 

10.7 7.7 (28) 

5.7 5.2 (9) 

aThe statistics contained in the above table were derived from 
data we developed on the timeliness of services provided at 
15 IRS walk-in-offices during the 1979 filing season and 25 
walk-in offices during the 1982 filing season. The 25 offices 
included in our 1982 sample consisted of the same 15 offices 
visited in 1979 and 10 additional IRS walk-in offices. The 
methodology we followed in collecting that data is discussed 
in detail on pages 52 and 53. 

bThese statistics reflect the fact that IRS self-help return 
preparation assistance consists of an instructor leading a 
group of individuals through the return preparation process. 
Thus, if an instructor were to spend 1 hour with a group of 
six taxpayers, the average return preparation time would 
equate to 10 minutes. 

Neither we nor IRS can readily explain why there was, on 
average, an 18-percent decrease in the time IRS spent on direct 
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return preparation assistance. Certainly, fewer taxpayers 
received such assistance in 1982 as compared to 1979. Presum- 
ably, those taxpayers who received direct assistance in 1982 
were the physically handicapped and/or those who were unable to 
use self-help. Yet, why that group, on average, needed less 
actual assistance time than the 1979 group remains unknown. 

In any case, however, the decreased demand for return prep- 
aration assistance may have contributed to an increase in demand 
for answers to tax-related questions. In this regard, IRS 
walk-in offices responded to 3.7 million inquiries in 1982, com- 
pared to 3.7 million in 1979--a 19-percent increase. 

Concerning tax law inquiries at walk-in offices, IRS was 
able to reduce taxpayer waiting time by 25 percent, from 5.3 
minutes, on average, in 1979 to 4 minutes, on average, in 1982. 
Concurrently, the actual time required to respond to a question 
also declined by 9 percent from 5.7 to 5.2 minutes. IRS attri- 
buted the former improvement to the fact that more assistors 
were available to answer taxpayers' questions because IRS had 
deemphasized return preparation assistance. The latter improve- 
ment was attributed to continuing efforts to better train the 
assistors who respond to tax law questions and to the continued 
growth in expertise among assistors in general. 

On a related matter, we found that taxpayer waiting time 
for account-related inquiries increased by 105 percent from 5.9 
minutes in 1979 to 12.1 minutes in 1982. Concurrently, howeverl 
actual assistance time needed to respond to questions declined 
by 28 percent from 10.7 to 7.7 minutes. Concerning these find- 
ings, IRS noted that taxpayers who sought account-related infor- 
mation at walk-in offices in 1982 had to wait in line along with 
taxpayers seeking answers to tax law questions and/or return 
preparation assistance. In prior years, this was not always the 
case because taxpayers were able to make appointments with IRS 
to discuss account-related questions. Also, in prior years, IRS 
sometimes employed "roving" assistors to provide quick answers 
to relatively simple tax law or account-related questions. On 
the other hand, IRS said that once an assistor became available 
and gained access to a terminal during 1982, he or she was able 
to get answers to questions faster due to better training and 
increased familiarity with the equipment used at walk-in 
offices. 

Thus, for a variety of reasons, the timeliness of IRS-pro- 
vided walk-in assistance improved in 1982, as compared to 1979, 
at least for those taxpayers who were able to seek assistance at 
walk-in offices. As discussed in the next section, however, 
overall improvements in walk-in assistance timeliness declined 
somewhat because many taxpayers were unable to use this form of 
assistance. 
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The overall availability of walk-In 
assistance to taxpayers declined 

The overall availability of IRS walk-in assistance to 
taxpayers declined substantially in 1982 compared to prior 
years. This is because, in an effort to reduce costs, IRS 
decided to close down many walk-in offices and to reduce the 
operating hours of others. Basically, these reductions mean 
that many taxpayers no longer have access to IRS-provided 
walk-in assistance. 

IRS data shows that the number of walk-in offices in opera- 
tion during the filing season declined from 844 in 1980 to 632 
in 1982, a decrease of 25 percent. In addition, many offices 
had reduced their hours of operation compared to previous years. 
We did not verify IRS' data. However, we did obtain certain 
information from IRS pertaining to the 100 walk-in offices 
operated in 1981 by the 5 IRS districts we visited during this 
review. We then compared IRS' data to similar data we collected 
for 1982. We found that 19 of the 100 walk-in offices had been 
closed. And, of the remaining 81 offices, 32 had reduced their 
hours of operation. 

For example, IRS' Detroit district closed a walk-in office 
in Southfield, Michigan. The office had handled 14,800 taxpayer 
contacts in 1981, about 1,850 of which were for self-help or 
direct return preparation. In this case, however, there were 
IRS walk-in offices close by. In Pontiac, Michigan, for exam- 
ple, which is 10 miles from Southfield, the walk-in office 
showed an 89 percent gain in activity for filing season 1982. 
IRS representatives in that office attributed the increase to 
the closing of the Southfield office. 

In contrast, in the upper peninsula of Michigan--an area 
also covered by IRS' Detroit district--four of the five walk-in 
offices which IRS had operated in fiscal year 1981 were closed 
in fiscal year 1982. These four offices--Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ironwood, Escanaba, and Houghton-- had handled 1,986 taxpayer 
contacts during the 1981 filing season, about 950 of which were 
for either self-help or direct return preparation. The remain- 
ing walk-in office in Marquette, located at least 100 miles from 
each of the other four offices, handled 3,431 contacts in 1982 
which represented only a 19-percent increase over the 2,885 con- 
tacts handled in 1981. Thus, it seems that many taxpayers who 
reside in the upper peninsula of Michigan did not have ready 
access to IRS walk-in assistance in 1982. 

Similarly, since 1980, IRS' St. Louis district office has 
closed 6 of 17 walk-in offices in Missouri and has tentative 
plans to close another 3 offices late in fiscal year 1983. As a 
result, taxpayers in many areas of the State--particularly in 
the Northeast, North Central, and South Central areas--do not 
have ready access to an IRS walk-in office. 
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Furthermore, in January 1982, the Subcommittee on Oversight 
of Government Management, Senate Committee on Governmental 
Affairs, sent a questionnaire to IRS district offices in Maine 
to obtain data on walk-in office closings. According to the 
responses, nine Maine offices were closed in fiscal year 1982, 
two of which had assisted a total of 10,000 taxpayers in fiscal 
year 1981. 

Thus, on an overall basis, the availability of IRS walk-in 
assistance to taxpayers has declined substantially. In con- 
trast, as discussed below, IRS has maintained an effective-cor- 
respondence assistance program. 

CORRESPONDENCE ASSISTANCE: IRS 
HAS ESTABLISHED AN EFFECTIVE PROGRAM 

Annually, IRS receives over 100,000 written inquiries from 
taxpayers. In 1982, these inquiries were handled in a very 
timely manner by IRS, the answers provided taxpayers displayed a 
high level of accuracy, and there was no question as to avail- 
ability because IRS responded to all written requests. 

To analyze the timeliness and technical accuracy of IRS 
replies to taxpayers' written inquiries, we reviewed a randomly 
selected sample of 424 correspondence cases handled by five IRS 
districts in 1982. Our sample methodology is discussed in de- 
tail on pages 53 and 54. 

Concerning timeliness, we found that IRS had established 14 
calendar days as the goal for providing responses to taxpayer 
inquiries. Of the 424 cases in our sample, we had sufficient 
data to make a timeliness determination for 372, or 88 percent. 
We found that 338, or 91 percent of the 372 replies were in fact 
handled within 14 calendar days. Moreover, all of the remaining 
34 replies were handled within a total of 30 calendar days. 

Concerning accuracy, we found that IRS had not established 
specific goals for correspondence replies or implemented a for- 
mal system to measure the accuracy of correspondence assistance 
in quantifiable terms. However, interviews with IRS officials 
at the five districts indicated that correspondence replies were 
afforded a supervisory review before being sent to taxpayers. 
In analyzing the technical accuracy of responses on the 424 cor- 
respondence cases we sampled, sufficient information was avail- 
able to determine accuracy on 395, or 93 percent of the re- 
plies. Significantly, we found that 389, or 99 percent of the 
395 replies were technically accurate. 

It seems then that IRS' 1982 correspondence assistance pro- 
gram was effective from the standpoints of availability, timeli- 
ness r and accuracy. Furthermore, IRS budget data for fiscal 
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years 1979 to 1982 indicates that the {l) anticipated volume of 
correspondence inquiries has remained constant at 100,000 
annually and (2) costs associated with handling correspondence 
inquiries also have remained relatively steady. This budget 
data, combined with our 1982 assessment of the program, indi- 
cates that IRS has established a relatively steady and effective 
correspondence assistance program. This is in marked contrast 
to the previously discussed reductions in the availability of 
both telephone and walk-in assistance. And, as discussed below, 
those reductions have disproportionately affected certain 
taxpayer groups. 

ASSISTANCE PROGRAM CUTBACKS 
DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECTED 
CERTAIN TAXPAYER GROUPS 

Although IRS can often predict the effects of taxpayer 
assistance program changes in terms of the number of taxpayers 
affected, it lacks adequate data on the characteristics of those 
taxpayers. Through questionnaires, therefore, we sought to 
identify the characteristics of users of IRS assistance and to 
compare them to taxpayers in general. We were able to develop 
and compare data on age, education, income levels, and residence 
locations (rural, urban, or suburban). 

To develop data on taxpayers in general, we sent question- 
naires to a randomly selected nationwide sample of 606 taxpayers 
who filed tax returns in 1981 (see appendix V). Then, for com- 
parison purposes, we sent separate questionnaires to a randomly 
selected sample of 550 taxpayers who used IRS telephone assis- 
tance on selected days during 1982; 1,498 taxpayers who used IRS 
walk-in assistance on selected days during 1982; and 389 tax- 
payers who corresponded with IRS for assistance from January 1 
through March 15, 1982 (see appendixes VI, VII, and VIII). 
Further details on our methodology with respect to the various 
questionnaires can be found on pages 54 and 55. 

Among other things, our sample results showed that commer- 
cial return preparers were not the primary users of IRS-provided 
assistance. In this regard , paid preparers accounted for 6.3 
percent of the telephone calls made to IRS, 3 percent of the 
walk-in visits, and 13.5 percent of the letters IRS received. 

Analysis by age level 

The following table details our questionnaire results on 
the age levels of taxpayers in general versus users of the 
various forms of IRS assistance. 
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Age 
level 

Under 21 

21-34 

35-44 

45-54 

55-64 

65 or 
older 

Unknown 

Taxpayers 
general 

- - - - 

Comparison of age levels of 
taxpayers in general to age 
levels of users of IRS tax- 

payer assistance in 1982 

7.5 

37.2 

17.5 

11 .o 

16.8 

9.9 

0.1 

Users of Users of 
in telephone walk-In 

assistance assistance - - 

- - - - I - (percent) - - - - 

4.0 1.8 

36.7 27.1 

18.2 15.1 

10.9 11.5 

15.1 18.2 

14.4 24.5 18.1 

0.6 1.8 ~-- -- 

Users of 
correspondence 

assistance 

------- 

2.1 

25.0 

14.9 

16.5 

21.8 

1.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,o 

The above statistics indrcate that IRS’ telephone, walk-in, 
and correspondence assistance programs are being used extensive- 
ly by taxpayers. In this regard, each taxpayer age group--from 
those under age 21 to those over aqe 65--uses the various forms 
of IRS assistance. st111, certain taxpayer groups use certain 
forms of IRS assistance more or less, ln comparison to their 
representation among taxpayers in general. 

For example, the aqe 21 to 34 taxpayer group used walk-in 
and correspondence assistance siqniflcantly less than might be 
expected from that group based on its representation among tax- 
payers In general. On the other hand, three separate taxpayer 
groups --those age 35 to 44, 45 to 54, and 55 to 64--used the 
various forms of IRS assistance at levels fairly consistent with 
their representation among taxpayers in general. In contrast, 
taxpayers age 65 and over used ea ,:h form of IRS assistance 
extensively. Those age 65 or OVF‘T made up 9.9 percent of the 
taxpayer population in general but represented 14.4 percent of 
the users of telephone assistance, 24,5 percent of the users of 
walk-in assistance, and 18.1 percent of the users of correspon- 
dence assistance. 
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Analvsis bv education levels 

The following table details our questionnaire results with 
respect to education levels for taxpayers In general and users 
of the various forms of IRS assistance. 

Comparison of education levels of 
taxpayers in general to education 

levels of users of IRS 
assistance in 1982 

Users of Users of Users of 
Education Taxpayers in telephone walk-in correspondence 

level general assistance assistance assistance 

_--------- (percent) - - - - - - - - - - 

Eighth 
grade or 
less 

Grade 9 to 11 

High school 
graduate 

Some college 

College 
graduate 

Unknown 

Total 

6.3 4.1 6.0 4.3 

9.1 8.3 9.1 5.4 

29.7 23.9 26.0 26.9 

27.9 24.2 25.8 21.4 

27.0 39.2 

0 0.3 

100.0 100.0 

30.3 39.8 

2.8 2.21 

100.0 100.0 

Perhaps the most notable aspect of the above statistics is 
the relative consistency between the educational characteristics 
of each group of taxpayers in general and the extent to which 
that group uses each form of IRS assistance. The only exception 
to the above observation relates to college graduates--they use 
telephone and correspondence assistance more than one might ex- 
pect based on their representation among taxpayers in general. 

Analvsis bv income levels 

The statistics in the following table detail our questlon- 
naire results using income levels for comparisons among taxpay- 
ers in general and users of the various forms of IRS assistance. 
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Comparison of income levels of 
taxpayers In general to income 
levels of users of IRS taxnaver 

assistance in 1982 

Income 
level 
for tax 

Users of Users of 
Taxpayers In telephone walk-in 

Users of 
correspondence 

assistance year 1981 general assistance assistance 

- - - - - - - - - (percent) - - - - 

Less than 
$5,000 19.4 9.3 11.7 11.8 

$5,000 to 
$9,999 16.4 13.9 21.5 14.5 

$10,000 to 
$19,999 28.1 29.8 29.1 19.0 

$20,000 to 
$29,999 17.6 23.6 17.0 19.0 

$30,000 to 
$39,999 10.8 9.0 9.6 14.5 

$40,000 or 
more 7.7 10.8 6.2 12.3 

8.9 Unknown 0 3.6 4.9 

100.0 100.0 100.0 Total 100.0 

The above statistics demonstrate that IRS has been serving 
taxpayer groups at all income levels via telephone, walk-in, and 
correspondence assistance. Beyond that observation, however, 
interpreting the statistics becomes more difficult. Clearly, 
taxpayers with incomes below $5,000 used each form of IRS- 
provided assistance less than might have been expected based on 
their representation among taxpayers in general. On the other 
hand, taxpayers with incomes of $5,000 to $9,999 used IRS tele- 
phone and correspondence assistance at a rate roughly equivalent 
to their representation among taxpayers in qeneral. Further, 
this group also used walk-in assistance more than might be 
expected based on its representation among taxpayers in general. 

Taxpayers at the $10,000 to $19,999 income level used tele- 
phone and correspondence at rates almost equivalent to their 
representation among taxpayers 1n general. But that group of 
taxpayers did not extensively use correspondence assrstance. 
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Like the previous two groups, taxpayers at the $20,000 to 
$29,000 income level used two of the three forms of IRS assist- 
ance --walk-in and correspondence--at rates close to that which 
would be expected based on their representation among taxpayers 
in general. Taxpayers with incomes of $30,000 to $39,999 used 
telephone and walk-in assistance at rates closely approximating 
their representation among taxpayers in general. However, that 
group used correspondence assistance more than might be 
expected. 

Finally, taxpayers with incomes of $40,000 or more used 
walk-in assistance at a rate closely approximating their repre- 
sentation among taxpayers in general. To some extent, however, 
this taxpayer group made greater use of telephone and correspon- 
dence assistance than might be expected. 

Analysis by residence location 

The following table presents our sample results as they 
pertain to taxpayers residing in rural, suburban, and urban 
areas. 

Comparison of residence location of 
taxpayers in general to residence 

location of users of IRS tax- 
payer assistance in 1982 

Users of Users of Users of 
Residence Taxpayers in telephone walk-in correspondence 
location general assistance assistance assistance 

-----a---- (percent) - - - - - - - - - - 

Rural 27.9 '9.8 21.0 21.5 

Suburban 49.2 50.2 38.8 50.3 

Urban 22.9 30.0 40.2 28.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

The table indicates that taxpayers residing in rural areas 
made substantially less use of each form of IRS-provided assist- 
ance than might be expected based on their representation among 
taxpayers in general. In contrast, taxpayers residing in subur- 
ban areas used telephone and correspondence assistance at rates 
very closely approximating their representation among taxpayers 
in general. They did not, however, use walk-in assistance to 
that same extent, 
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Finally, individuals residing in urban areas made very 
extensive use of each form of IRS-provided assistance. Of par- 
ticular significance, urban residents, who made up only 22.9 
percent of the overall taxpayer population, represented 40.2 
percent of the users of IRS walk-in assistance. This seems 
to stem from the fact that taxpayers residing in urban areas 
generally have more ready access to IRS walk-in offices. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the advent of extensive federal budget deficits in 
recent years, the administration has been seeking to reduce fed- 
eral spending. One area which the administration has identified 
as a target for budget cuts is IRS' taxpayer assistance program. 
As a result, IRS has had to cope with the task of trying to meet 
increasing demands for assistance with fewer dollars and people. 
IRS has sought to meet that challenge through a variety of pro- 
ductivity qains and program revisions. Nonetheless, the overall 
utility of IRS' taxpayer assistance program has declined due to 
a reduction in the availability of telephone and walk-in assist- 
ance. Simply put, IRS has not maintained the level of assist- 
ance--from the standpoint of availability--that it had attained 
in prior years. 

As might be expected, reductions in the availability of 
telephone and walk-in assistance have had disproportionate 
effects on various taxpayer groups, based upon those groups' 
representation among taxpayers in general. For example, college 
graduates and individuals with incomes over $20,000 were 
affected more than other groups by the reduced availability of 
telephone assistance which resulted from busy signals, excessive 
waiting time on hold, and disconnected calls. As a group, 
individuals age 65 and over also were more affected by that 
reduction. 

Concerning walk-in service, individuals with incomes of 
$5,000 to $10,000 and individuals age 65 or over were propor- 
tionately greater users of this form of assistance. Therefore, 
those groups were disproportionately affected by IRS' deemphasis 
of direct return preparation and return review activities at 
walk-in offices as well as the reduction in the number of walk- 
in offices operated by IRS. 

With respect to correspondence assistance, IRS seems to 
have maintained an effective program from the standpoints of 
accuracy, timeliness, and availability. And, certain taxpayer 
groups have benefited disproportionately from IRS' action in 
this regard. That is, as groups, college graduates and indivi- 
duals with incomes over $30,000 have had access to a relatively 
steady IRS correspondence assistance program at a time when 
other taxpayer groups have experienced reduced availability of 
telephone and walk-in assistance. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IRS NEEDS BETTER MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
ON THE POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF FURTHER 

TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM CUTBACKS 

Although the overall availability of telephone and walk-in 
assistance had declined in 1982, the administration nevertheless 
proposed further taxpayer assistance program reductions for 
fiscal years 1983 and 1984. Each year, however, the Congress 
intervened and directed IRS to operate taxpayer assistance 
programs at prior year staffing and funding levels. 

If the Congress had concurred with the administration's 
proposals, cost savings certainly would have accrued to the 
federal government. What is not certain, however, is how 
taxpayers would have reacted to the reductions and how those 
reactions would have affected the tax system. Some issues that 
should be considered in this regard include: 

--Do taxpayers still find it difficult to understand IRS 
forms and publications? 

--Will volunteer groups and paid preparers be able to 
compensate for IRS assistance program reductions? 

--Will proposed reductions in telephone assistance have 
undesirable effects on other aspects of IRS operations? 

--Will reduced assistance levels affect voluntary compli- 
ance levels? 

--Will further IRS assistance program cutbacks dispropor- 
tionately affect certain taxpayer groups? 

Each of these issues should be thoroughly evaluated in con- 
sidering future program changes. Meanwhile, IRS needs to do all 
it can to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of its 
taxpayer assistance activities. This perhaps can best be ac- 
complished through further productivity gains and program revi- 
sions. Also, 
appropriate, 

IRS should continue to experiment with and, where 
expand the use of audio and visual tapes by tax- 

payers seeking assistance. 

FURTHER TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
CUTBACKS COULD HAVE SEVERAL UNDESIRABLE 
EFFECTS ON TAXPAYERS AND ON THE TAX SYSTEM 

As discussed in chapter 2, 
eral budget, 

due to the generally tight fed- 
IRS proposed to implement drastic reductions in the 

levels of assistance to be provided to taxpayers in fiscal year 
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1983. The Congress intervened through the appropriations proc- 
ess, however, requiring that IRS operate the taxpayer assistance 
program at fiscal year 1982 staffing and funding levels. 

Subsequently, however, IRS continued its effort to de- 
emphasize taxpayer assistance. For fiscal year 1984, for exam- 
ple, IRS proposed a series of assistance program reductions, 
including the elimination of toll-free telephone assistance for 
tax law questions. Specifically, IRS' fiscal year 1984 budget 
for taxpayer assistance called for a reduction to 3,319 staff 
years, a decrease of 986 staff years, or 23 percent, from the 
fiscal year 1983 budget of 4,305 staff years. And, with 3,319 
staff years, IRS expected to be able to handle only 29.3 million 
taxpayer contacts, a 37-percent decrease from the 46.7 million 
contacts it expected to handle in fiscal year 1983. Recently, 
however, as part of a continuing resolution on IRS' fiscal year 
1984 budget, the Congress added $25 million and 986 positions to 
the taxpayer assistance portion of IRS' budget request. The 
Congress also directed IRS to operate taxpayer assistance 
programs at fiscal year 1983 staffing and funding levels. 

IRS believes that significant taxpayer assistance program 
reductions can safely be implemented for several reasons. For 
example, IRS believes that taxpayers can get answers to their 
tax law questions from current IRS publications. Similarly, IRS 
believes that sufficient return preparation assistance is avail- 
able to taxpayers from volunteers and paid preparers. Further- 
more, the Service believes that some relatively new and innova- 
tive IRS programs will help fill the gap created by decreases in 
traditional IRS-provided assistance activities. For example, in 
recent years, IRS has (1) developed and is using pre-recorded 
telephone responses to standard tax law questions and (2) imple- 
mented an outreach program designed to expand the availability 
of walk-in service to taxpayers. 

Innovative IRS assistance programs may have the potential 
to enhance the accuracy, timeliness, and availability of IRS- 
provided assistance over the long term. In the short term, how- 
ever, these innovative programs cannot be expected to completely 
fill the assistance gaps that would result from immediate, addi- 
tional budget cuts. This is because the development and imple- 
mentation of a new form of assistance is, in itself, a long-term 
proposition: funding must be secured; equipment must be pur- 
chased: office space is needed; employees need to be trained; 
policies and procedures have to be developed; the proposed pro- 
gram must be tested, evaluated, and revised as necessary; etc. 
Accordingly, further budget cuts in the near future could lead 
to a series of undesirable results, some of which are discussed 
in detail below. 
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Do taxpayers still find it difficult 
to understand IRS forms and publications? 

In proposing to stop answering taxpayers' tax law questions 
over the telephone in fiscal year 1983, the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue said that the answers to a majority of tax law 
questions could easily be found in IRS publications and form 
packages. However, taxpayers historically have had difficulty 
understanding IRS forms and publications. 

For instance, according to a 1977 Roper Organization, Inc. 
study, taxpayers had serious problems in understanding IRS' 
forms and instructions. The opinion polling firm interviewed a 
nationwide cross-section of adults about their understanding of 
the federal income tax system and their attitude toward it. Of 
the 1,656 adults interviewed who filed a tax return, 54 percent 
said they went to a professional preparer. Of these, about half 
said they did so because IRS forms and instructions were too 
difficult to understand. 

Similarly, in a 1978 report entitled Further Simplification 
of Income Tax Forms and Instructions is Needed and Possible (GGD- 

78-74, July 5, 1978), we concluded that form 1040 packages were 
written at a reading level beyond the comprehension of many 
taxpayers. As a result, IRS initiated actions to make forms and 
instructions easier to read and understand. In fiscal year 
1982, for example, IRS tested a simplified version of the form 
lO4OA and accompanying instructions. Over 15 million taxpayers 
used that form when filing their 1982 tax returns. These and 
similar IRS actions could perhaps facilitate a future transition 
from IRS-provided assistance to greater reliance on forms, 
instructions, and publications. But, our fiscal year 1982 
survey of taxpayers in general and users of IRS assistance 
indicated that a significant percentaqe of taxpayers continue to 
have difficulty understanding IRS tax forms, instructions, and 
publications. 

With respect to the latter point, as discussed in chapter 
2, we sent questionnaires to (1) taxpayers in general, (2) users 
of IRS telephone assistance, (3) users of IRS walk-in assist- 
ance, and (4) users of IRS correspondence assistance, Our sam- 
ple of taxpayers in general was selected from the IRS-identified 
universe of individuals who filed tax returns in 1981, The 
remaining samples were drawn from the various universes of users 
of IRS-provided assistance in 1982. And, as shown below, the 
results indicated that a significant percentage of taxpayers 
continued to have difficulty understanding IRS tax forms, in- 
structions, and publications in 1982. 
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Percent of taxpayers who said they 
have difficulty understanding: 

Taxpayer Tax forms and 
categories instructions Publications 

Taxpayers in general 41 22 

Telephone assistance users 33 29 

Walk-in assistance users 43 36 

Correspondence assistance users 39 35 

Thus, our questionnaire results indicate that many taxpayers 
still need some form of assistance in preparing their returns. 
If IRS stops answering tax law questions, these taxpayers may 
rely on their own interpretations of the issues, perhaps seeking 
the advice of friends and/or relatives in doing so, or they may 
turn to paid preparers and/or volunteers for needed assistance. 

Will volunteer groups and paid 
preparers be able to compensate 
for assistance proqram reductions? 

Recognizing that some taxpayers still find it difficult to 
understand IRS publications and form packages, the Commissioner 
suggested that such taxpayers would be able to get assistance 
from volunteer groups and/or paid preparers. However, a recent 
report' by the Senate Subcommittee on Oversight of Government 
Management indicates that these sources will not be able to com- 
pensate for extensive reductions in IRS-provided assistance. 
The Subcommittee concluded that if IRS' 1983 taxpayer assistance 
budget reduction proposal had gone into effect, taxpayers who 
needed tax law assistance would have been (1) offered a publica- 
tion, which they might not have been able to understand; (2) 
directed to seek commercial assistance, which they might not 
have been able to afford; or (3) directed to contact a volunteer 
group r which might not have had the expertise needed to help 
them. 

Concerning commercial return preparation, the Subcommittee 
expressed concern about taxpayers' ability to afford that form 
of assistance. Data we developed from our questionnaires lends 
credence to that concern. We found that 9.3 percent of the 
users of IRS telephone assistance in 1982 had incomes below 
$5,000; another 13.9 percent had incomes of from $5,000 to 
$9,999. And, if IRS were to stop answering tax law questions 

- 

'Report by the Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on 
Oversight of Government Management entitled Oversight of IRS 
Taxpayer Assistance Programs, July 1982. 
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over the telephone, it is conceivable that some users of that 
form of assistance would turn to commercial preparers. Paid 
preparers, of course, generally answer tax law questions only as 
part of the return preparation process for which they charge a 
fee. Also, we found that 11.7 percent of the users of IRS 
walk-in assistance had incomes of $5,000 or less; another 21.5 
percent had incomes of from $5,000 to $9,999. Thus, many 
taxpayers who currently use IRS telephone and walk-in assistance 
might find it difficult to afford commercial return preparation 
assistance. 

On a related matter, in a January 1983 report,2 we pointed 
out that, for many years, IRS has experienced problems with 
incompetent, negligent, and/or fraudulent paid preparers of tax 
returns. We further noted that, although the Congress had 
authorized IRS to begin assessing civil penalties against paid 
preparers in 1977, the paid preparer noncompliance problem had 
not been solved. In this regard, we stated that, since the pen- 
alties went into effect, IRS has been very successful in getting 
an important segment of the preparer population--those who pro- 
vide some but not all of the identification data required on tax 
returns-- to more fully comply with disclosure requirements. In 
contrast, the extent to which IRS has been successful in dealing 
with other segments of the preparer population--those who under- 
state taxpayers' tax liabilities, either willfully or through 
ignorance and/or those who do not identify themselves at all on 
returns they prepare--is unknown. This is because IRS' admini- 
stration of these penalties has been uneven and because IRS has 
not developed needed management information. We pointed out 
that, as a result, neither IRS nor the Congress has adequate 
assurance that the penalty provisions have achieved their de- 
sired effect. 

We recommended that IRS develop a more accurate picture of 
the preparer noncompliance problem and resolve questions about 
the appropriateness of certain compliance approaches, the con- 
sistency of penalty decisions, and the overall effectiveness of 
preparer penalties as compliance tools. IRS generally agreed 
with and is acting on our recommendations. The digest of the 
aforementioned report is included in appendix II. 

Thus, although IRS is seeking to better deal with the prob- 
lem of incompetent, negligent, and fraudulent return preparers, 
it has been unable so far to identify the size of the problem. 
To the extent that there are additional taxpayer assistance pro- 
gram cutbacks, it seems reasonable to conclude that more tax- 
payers will seek assistance from commercial preparers. This in 
turn may have the effect of further compounding IRS' current 
difficulties with problem preparers. 

21RS' Administration of Penalties Imposed on Tax Return 
Preparers (GAO/GGD-83-6, Jan. 6, 1983). 
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Concerning volunteers, the Senate Subcommittee expressed 
concern over their ability to provide taxpayers with sufficient, 
effective assistance. The Subcommittee noted that IRS had 
reported in 1981 that 47,400 volunteers had prepared 372,000 
federal tax returns. In contrast, the Subcommittee pointed out 
that IRS' proposed fiscal year 1983 budget reductions would have 
meant that some 20 million fewer taxpayers would receive IRS as- 
sistance that year as compared to fiscal year 1982. The Subcom- 
mittee thus noted that volunteers would find it difficult to 
fill the assistance gap created by the budget reductions. 

The Subcommittee also said that IRS lacked information on 
the availability and quality of volunteer-provided assistance 
and that volunteer sites were not well located. We, through 
past work, confirmed that problems existed in terms of the 
availability of volunteer assistance. Specifically, in April 
1980, in testimony before the House Ways and Means Oversight 
Subcommittee, we noted that 8, or 21 percent, of 39 volunteer 
sites we visited that year were not operating because volunteers 
were unavailable. 

Consequently, while paid preparers and volunteers could 
pick up some of the slack if IRS were to further cut back its 
assistance programs, it is difficult to picture a smooth, 
short-term transition to such a system. And, faced with the 
task of gettinq needed assistance at the right price, some tax- 
payers might choose to turn not to commercial preparers or 
volunteers but to IRS personnel whose major functions may or may 
not relate to taxpayer assistance. This could have undesirable 
effects on other IRS operations. 

Will proposed reductions in telephone 
assistance have undesirable effects 
on other aspects of IRS operations? 

If telephone assistance for tax law questions is deleted, 
as IRS has proposed in its fiscal year 1984 budget request, many 
taxpayers might avail themselves of other forms of assistance 
still provided by the Service. That taxpayers are flexible in 
this regard perhaps was best demonstrated when, during the early 
part of fiscal year 1982, publicity by the news media convinced 
many taxpayers that there would no longer be return preparation 
assistance at walk-in offices. The demand for telephone assis- 
tance grew from 36 million contacts in fiscal year 1981 to 39.2 
million contacts in fiscal year 1982, a g-percent increase. 
Conversely, if telephone assistance were to be discontinued, it 
seems likely that many taxpayers would turn to walk-in offices 
for help. 

In fact, our questionnaire results indicate that many tax- 
payers already use multiple forms of IRS-provided assistance. 
For example, of those taxpayers who used telephone assistance in 
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1982, 43 percent also used IRS-provided walk-in assistance and 
25 percent also used correspondence assistance, This indicates 
that many taxpayers are well aware that IRS offers a variety of 
taxpayer assistance programs. And, furthermore, taxpayers seem 
willing to use different forms of IRS-provided assistance. 

Thus, in future years, taxpayers who previously used tele- 
phone assistance could make increasing use of walk-in and/or 
correspondence assistance. IRS could possibly increase staffing 
to handle the higher demand for the latter services. However, 
on the basis of comparative costs, this could increase IRS' 
costs beyond what they would have been if telephone assistance 
were continued. Based on fiscal year 1981 data, assistance was 
provided by telephone at a per call cost of $2.09, while the 
same assistance provided by an IRS walk-in office cost $3.53. 
The unit cost for correspondence assistance was even higher at 
$9.82. On the other hand, IRS could allow long lines to build 
at walk-in offices and long waiting times to develop for replies 
to correspondence. But then, to avoid these frustrations, tax- 
payers might attempt to get questions answered by examination or 
collection personnel. 

Before the formatlon of IRS' taxpayer assistance program, 
the taxpayer assistance role was carried out by examination and 
collection personnel. If the program is cut substantially, tax- 
payers might again seek out those personnel. IRS estimates 
that, in carrying out their normal duties, examiners generate 
$10 for every dollar spent while collection personnel generate 
$16 to $20 for every dollar spent. If these personnel were to 
be diverted from their regular duties, significant revenues 
would be foregone. 

Thus, providing taxpayers assistance with personnel from 
other IRS operations could prove more costly than the present 
approach. Even more costly, however, might be an IRS refusal to 
provide assistance at all. 

Will reduced assistance levels affect 
voluntary compliance levels? 

In responding to our questionnaires, both taxpayers in gen- 
eral and users of IRS-provided assistance indicated that they 
would take certain courses of action if IRS were to reduce its 
assistance levels. Some of the specified courses of action 
would prove undesirable from the standpoint of our voluntary 
compliance tax system. Although taxpayers could react differ- 
ently when faced with an actual decision situation rather than a 
questionnaire, their responses nevertheless raise concerns about 
the potential effects of further assistance program cutbacks on 
voluntary compliance levels. 
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We asked taxpayers in general, i.e., individuals who flied 
tax returns in 1981, to specify the extent to which they would 
be inclined to take certain actions if IRS were to stop answer- 
ing questions related to income, deductions, expenses, sche- 
dules, etc. Among other things, taxpayers were asked to specify 
the extent (very great, great, moderate, some, or little or no) 
to which they (1) would not fill out the parts of the tax form 
on which they had questions, but would then fill out the rest of 
the form and send it in, or (2) would not send the tax form in. 
Four teen percent said that, at least to some extent, they would 
consider not filling out parts of the tax form on which they had 
questions but would fill out the rest of the form and send it 
in. Also, 6 percent said that, at least to some extent, they 
would consider not sending the tax form in if IRS stopped 
answering tax law questions. 

In another question, we asked these taxpayers to specify 
the extent to which they would be lnclrned to take certain 
actions if IRS were to stop helping people fill out their tax 
forms. Fifteen percent said that, at least to some extent, they 
would consider not filling out the part of the form where they 
needed help but would fill out the rest and send it in. Another 
3 percent said that, at least to some extent, they would con- 
sider not sending the form in to IRS. 

We also sought to determine how users of IRS telephone as- 
sistance would react if IRS were to stop answering their tax law 
questions. That is, we asked the telephone assistance users in 
1982 to indicate the extent to which they would be inclined to 
substitute drfferent forms of assistance for IRS-provided assis- 
tance. According to our questionnaire results, reactions would 
be as follows. 

--Eighty-nine percent of the users would, at least to some 
extent, seek answers to thelr questions in IRS’ publlca- 
tions. Unfortunately, however, 77 percent of the users 
also indicated that they had consulted IRS’ publications 
Ln 1982 but still had found it necessary to telephone the 
Service. 

--Fifty-six percent said that they would, at least to some 
extent, be inclined to turn to a volunteer for assist- 
ante. But only 9 percent said that they had used volun- 
teer assistance in 1982, and it seems highly unlikely 
that the current pool of volunteers could handle an 
increase in demand of this size. 
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--Sixty percent said that, at least to some extent, they 
would be Inclined to turn to paid preparers for assist- 
ante. Yet, only 23 percent of telephone assistance users 
said that they relied on paid preparers In 1982. In 
comparison, 44 percent of the overall taxpayer population 
said they relied on preparers in 1982. Thus r if IRS were 
to stop answering tax law questions over the telephone, 
many taxpayers who now prepare their own returns would 
apparently have to turn to paid preparers for help. 

--Fourteen percent said that, at least to some extent, 
they would be inclined to not fill out parts of the re- 
turn on which they had questions. Another 7 percent said 
that, at least to some extent, they would be inclined to 
not send the tax return in if they could not get answers 
to their questions. 

Taxpayers who used walk-in assistance in 1982 indicated 
that if IRS no longer helped them fill out their returns, they, 
at least to some extent, would be inclined to take tne following 
actions: 

--Eighty-nine percent would look for the answer in an IRS 
publication. Unfortunately, however, 80 percent of the 
users also indicated that they had consulted an IRS pub- 
lication In 1982 but still had found it necessary to use 
IRS walk-in assistance. 

--Sixty-two percent said they would turn to a volunteer for 
help in filling out their tax returns. In 1982, only 12 
percent of these users got help from vclunteers and it 
seems hrqhly unlikely that the current pool of volunteers 
could handle an increase in demand of this size. 

--Fifty-four percent said that they would be inclined to 
turn to paid preparers for assistance. Only 22 percent 
of walk-in assistance users relied on paid preparers in 
1982. In comparison, 44 percent of the overall taxpayer 
population relied on paid preparers in 1982. Thus, if 
IRS were to stop assisting with return preparation at 
walk-in offices, many taxpayers who now prepare their own 
returns would apparently turn to pard preparers for help. 

--Nineteen percent said that they would be inclined to not 
fill out parts of the return on which they had questions. 
Another 7 percent said that they would be inclined to not 
send the tax return in if they could not get help in 
filling it out. 

Taxpayers who used correspondence assistance in 1982 indi- 
cated that if IRS no longer answered their tax-law questions, 
they, at least to some extent, would take the following actions: 
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--Eighty-eight percent would look for the answer in a tax 
publication. But 81 percent of correspondence users said 
that they had consulted an IRS publication in 1982 and 
still had found it necessary to correspond with the Ser- 
vice. 

--Forty-four percent said that they would be inclined to 
turn to a volunteer to get an answer to a question. In 
1982, only 14 percent of correspondence users got help 
from a volunteer and, once again, it seems that volun- 
teers would be hard-pressed to meet a significantly in- 
creased demand for assistance. 

--Fifty-five percent said that they would be inclined to 
turn to paid preparers for assistance. 

--Nineteen percent said that they would be inclined to not 
fill out parts of the return on which they had questions. 
Another 5 percent said that they would be inclined to 
not send the tax return in if they could not get an 
answer to their question. 

Thus, further cutbacks in IRS-provided assistance programs 
could have a variety of possible effects on taxpayers--not the 
least of which could be a decline in voluntary compliance, In 
this regard, we are concerned about those taxpayers who indi- 
cated that, at least to some extent, they would be inclined to 
not fill out parts of a tax return or not file a return. In 
earlier reports,3 we noted that nonfiling and incorrect re- 
porting already are serious national problems. Thus, IRS can 
ill afford to take steps which might compound that problem. The 
digests of the previous reports are included in appendixes III 
and IV. 

Also of concern is the fact that further assistance program 
cutbacks could have disproportionate effects on various taxpayer 
groups. 

Will further assistance proqram 
cutbacks disproportionately affect 
certain taxpayer groups? 

As noted in chapter 2, IRS usually can predict the effects 
of taxpayer assistance program revisions in terms of the number 
of taxpayers affected, but lacks data on the characteristics of 
those taxpayers. Through questionnaires, however, we were able 
to determine, for the 1982 filing season, the characteristics of 

3Who1s Not Filinq Income Tax Returns? IRS Needs Better Ways To 
Find Them And Collect Their Taxes (GGD-79-69, July 14, 1979) 
and Further Research Into Noncompliance Is Needed to Reduce 
Growing Tax Losses (GAO-GGD-82-34, July 23, 1982) 
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the users of IRS-provided assistance in terms of age, education, 
income levels, and residence locations (urban, suburban, or 
rural). Also, we were able to compare users' characteristics to 
the characteristics of taxpayers in general. Through our analy- 
sis we determined that assistance program cutbacks dispropor- 
tionately affected certain taxpayer groups. Furthermore, our 
questionnaires provided insights into how taxpayers might react 
to further assistance program cutbacks. 

The data we developed may prove useful to IRS in terms of 
analyzing possible future taxpayer assistance program 
revisions. We intend to make our data base available to the 
Service for that purpose.4 Still, we recognize that the data 
we developed does not answer all of the pertinent questions 
concerning the users of IRS-provided assistance. Moreover, our 
data provides only a one-time picture of the situation; the 
attitudes of both taxpayers in general and users of IRS 
assistance can change over time. Thus, in our view, there will 
be a continuing need for IRS to collect and analyze data on the 
characteristics and attitudes of the latter groups. Without 
such data, IRS will be hard-pressed to effectively predict the 
probable results of any future taxpayer assistance program 
revisions. 

Moreover, as discussed in the next section, IRS needs to 
develop better management information--in addition to data on 
the characteristics and attitudes of users of IRS assistance--on 
the utility of its taxpayer service programs in comparison to 
other IRS activities. 

IRS NEEDS BETTER MANAGEMENT INFOR- 
MATION ON THE RELATIVE UTILITY OF 
ITS TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

IRS has long believed that willingness to comply is but one 
aspect of compliance and that, in addition, taxpayers must also 
have the ability to comply. With this in mind, IRS designed the 
taxpayer assistance program to enhance taxpayers' ability to 
comply. As recently as October 1981, the Commissioner of Inter- 
nal Revenue stated that, without IRS' help, large numbers of 
taxpayers would interpret the law in a way favorable to them- 
selves or would ignore it, with little likelihood of detection. 
Also, the Commissioner stated that potential revenue losses 
would be great, making widespread deterioration of voluntary 
compliance possible. 

$Since respondents to our questionnaire were afforded a pledge 
of confidentiality, any data supplied to IRS will be stripped 
of identifying information. 
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In our report entitled Further Research into Noncompliance 
is Needed to Reduce Growinq Tax Losses (GAO/GGD-82-34, July 23, 
1982), we pointed out that noncompliance is already a massive 
problem. Billions of dollars in tax revenues are lost to the 
government each year because citizens either do not file or do 
not accurately report their income. In 1981, individual and 
corporate taxpayers voluntarily filed about 97 million returns 
and paid $407 billion in income taxes to the government. How- 
ever, IRS estimates that as much as $81.5 billion in tax revenue 
was not collected because many taxpayers failed to comply. Some 
major components of the $81.5 billion estimate were (1) unre- 
ported income --$52.2 billion: (2) overstated business expenses 
and personal deductions--$12.9 billion; and (3) nonfiling--$2.9 
billion. 

In light of the noncompliance problem, IRS' budget alloca- 
tion decisions for fiscal year 1983 reflected a conscious shift 
in priorities away from taxpayer assistance and toward enforce- 
ment. For example, while proposed taxpayer service program 
staff years for fiscal year 1983 were decreased by 1,691 staff 
years, budgeted staff years for examinations and appeals in- 
creased by 1,195 staff years. And, although IRS' proposal for 
taxpayer service program staff years was rejected by the Con- 
gress, the Service has again proposed major taxpayer service 
program cuts for fiscal ‘1984. 

IRS' desire to cut back on taxpayer service activities and 
to enhance compliance efforts stems in part from the fact that 
the Service has developed data which demonstrates, at least to 
some extent, the utility of specific compliance programs. That 
is, IRS can measure the revenue yield associated with some of 
its enforcement activities more readily than it can for others. 
For instance, IRS estimates that it produces $5 in additional 
taxes for every $1 spent on examinations. On the other hand, 
IRS has not determined whether revenues are also enhanced 
through maintenance of a taxpayer assistance program. We 
believe that, to the extent possible, IRS needs to develop bet- 
ter management information on the compliance impact of all pro- 
grams, including taxpayer assistance. Without such information, 
IRS is not in a position to predict, with reasonable certainty, 
the effects of major program revisions. 

FURTHER PRODUCTIVITY GAINS AND 
PROGRAM REVISIONS COULD IMPROVE 
THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS 
OF IRS' TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

As discussed above, IRS needs better management information 
on the overall utility of its taxpayer assistance program, par- 
ticularly from the standpoint of the program's effects on volun- 
tary compliance levels. And, once that information has been 
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gathered and analyzed --a long-term proposition--IRS may indeed 
find that it can further cut back on its assistance activities, 
without adversely affecting the tax system. Meanwhile, however, 
IRS needs to continue, and to expand on, its efforts to provide 
assistance to taxpayers in the most cost-effective manner. In 
particular, IRS should decide whether further consolidations of 
telephone sites would prove cost-effective without unreasonably 
decreasing the utility of telephone service from the taxpayer's 
perspective. Also, IRS should seek to divert more taxpayers who 
have tax law and account-related questions from walk-in assis- 
tors to telephone assistors. Further, IRS should continue to 
experiment with and, where feasible, promote the use of audio 
and video tapes by taxpayers seeking assistance. 

Consolidating telephone 
assistance sites 

Since 1977, IRS has been evaluating the issue of whether 
and to what extent it ought to consolidate toll-free telephone 
assistance sites. By 1981, these evaluations had resulted in a 
reduction of the number of answering sites from 70 to 52. How- 
ever, since 1981, IRS has implemented no further consolidations 
despite available data which indicates that consolidations would 
prove cost-effective. One reason why IRS was hesitant to imple- 
ment further consolidation was its decision to seek congres- 
sional approval to stop answering tax law questions over the 
telephone. If the Congress had approved IRS' proposal in this 
regard, the demand for telephone assistance would have been 
limited to account-related questions, and the cost-effectiveness 
of various consolidation proposals would vary accordingly. 

For fiscal year 1984, IRS again proposed to eliminate tele- 
phone assistance for tax law questions. However, the Congress 
rejected this proposal and, therefore, IRS has initiated a 
further detailed study of the consolidation issue. Given this 
congressional decison, the Service should translate the results 
of the current study into appropriate action on the 
consolidation issue. And, in deciding what action to take, IRS 
needs to take into account the fact that modern telephone 
equipment would better enable the Service to meet taxpayers' 
needs. 

In 1977, IRS initiated and completed a major study directed 
at determining whether there was a need to consolidate its then 
existing 70 toll-free telephone answering sites. The study 
group reported that both quantifiable and non-quantifiable bene- 
fits would accrue from consolidation, with only a limited number 
of associated problems. Specifically, the study group estimated 
that consolidation into 20 answering sites would result in an- 
nual savings from operations of $3.3 million, excluding one-time 
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consolidation start-up costs. Subsequently, IRS estimated that 
such a consolidation would result in net savings of almost $17 
million over a lo-year period, after considering one-time con- 
solidation start-up costs. 

Moreover, the study group concluded that non-quantifiable 
benefits would accrue to IRS in the form of a better managed, 
more consistent telephone assistance program. In particular, 
the group noted that consolidation of telephone sites would en- 
able the Service to rely on a smaller but better trained and 
more experienced cadre of telephone assistance program managers. 
Also, the group believed that these managers would be able to 
better train and promote accuracy and consistency on the part of 
telephone assistors. Finally, the group stated that better, 
more consistent management information could be collected at 20, 
rather than 70, sites and that such information would enable IRS 
to more readily identify problems and implement any needed cor- 
rective actions. 

The group also noted that benefits from consolidation would 
not be achieved without some disruption of personnel. For ex- 
ample, the study group estimated that consolidation from 70 to 
20 sites would require the reassignment of 43 percent of IRS' 
permanent telephone assistance site staff and would result in 
severance of 41 percent of IRS' temporary staff. The group also 
said that the consolidation could have a detrimental effect on 
the grade levels of the residual taxpayer service work force in 
districts no longer having toll-free telephone operations. 
Without this operation, districts would lose a portion of their 
allocated staff years and, as a result, some positions might 
need to be reclassified to lower grade levels. 

Also, managers in districts no longer having a toll-free 
telephone operation would not be able to continue the practice 
of switching employees between the walk-in and telephone areas 
as workload changed. The study group further noted that in dis- 
tricts with consolidated telephone operations, telephone man- 
agers would not be as flexible in calling on technical expertise 
from other functions when necessary. In this regard, providing 
technical back-up to a large, consolidated telephone operation 
might put a substantial strain on the other functions in the 
district. 

IRS took some action on the basis of the 1977 study report. 
In fiscal years 1977 and 1978, it implemented 6 consolidations. 
Further, in 1979, IRS sought to update and verify the accuracy 
of the 1977 report. In so doing, IRS determined that there was 
a need to begin implementing further consolidations. And, by 
September 1981, 
sites. 

IRS had consolidated from 64 to 52 answering 
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However, further consolidations were suspended as of the 
end of fiscal year 1981 due to an IRS Internal Audit Division 
report which recommended that the cost-effectiveness of consoli- 
dations be verified. The Internal Audit Division's report con- 
cluded that the mathematical model used in the 1977 study to 
estimate savings, although effective for identifying the optimum 
number and location of sites, was not designed to forecast ac- 
tual cost savings. Responding to the Internal Audit Division's 
findings and its recommendation that the Service verify the 
cost-effectiveness of consolidation efforts, IRS completed an 
analysis in May 1982 which showed that completed consolidations 
had in fact proven cost-effective, The analysis, based on 
actual costs before and after consolidation, showed that each of 
three consolidated sites was less costly to operate than were 
comparable, separate sites for fiscal year 1981. IRS also noted 
that the consolidated sites had realized further efficiency 
improvements and additional cost savings as experience was 
gained in managing the larger operations. 

Despite its findings in this regard, however, IRS has not 
implemented any further telephone site consolidations. This was 
due in part to the fact that the Service had proposed to elimi- 
nate telephone assistance for tax law questions. But the Con- 
gress rejected IRS' proposal through the appropriations process 
and, therefore, there is a need for IRS to again give considera- 
tion to the consolidation issue in the near future. Specifical- 
lYr IRS needs to take into account the fact that modern communi- 
cations equipment would enable the Service to operate a more 
efficient telephone assistance program. 

Concerning the latter point, we found that IRS already has 
enough modern equipment to staff 13 telephone assistance sites 
without purchasing additional equipment. That is, 13 of IRS' 52 
telephone assistance sites have computer-assisted telephone 
equipment which conceivably could handle much, if not all, of 
IRS' total annual call volume. Such equipment was available at 
three of the five districts we visited in 1982. At each of 
these three sites, we found that even with existing circuitry, 
the equipment was not being used to its fullest capacity during 
the filing season. In fact, filing season equipment usage 
ranged from 64 to 87 percent of maximum circuited capacity at 
the three sites during fiscal year 1981. During that year, the 
three sites answered 1.3, 1.6. and 2.1 million calls, respec- 
tively. But each site could have handled more calls if the 
equipment had been recircuited with additional lines and used to 
its fullest capacity. Thus, if IRS had apportioned its fiscal 
year 1981 call volume of 36 million among the 13 sites with 
computer-assisted equipment, and had recircuited that equipment, 
each site could have handled a technically feasible average of 
2.8 million calls. 
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In contrast, two districts we visited in 1982 did not have 
computer-assisted telephone equipment. Officials at both dis- 
tricts told us that outdated equipment affected the quality of 
service provided to taxpayers. According to an official at one 
district, the equipment could not meet the level of demand for 
service in part because malfunctions caused many incoming calls 
to go unanswered. Both districts had submitted requests to 
replace the outdated equipment with computer-assisted equipment, 
but these requests had been deferred due to budget constraints. 

Results from our test of the adequacy of IRS' telephone 
assistance during the 1982 filing season also demonstrated that 
computer-assisted equipment rendered better service than did 
other IRS telephone equipment. 
512, or 47 percent, 

Of the 1,092 calls we placed, 
were made to locations with computer- 

assisted equipment. Only 3, or less than 1 percent, of the 512 
calls made to locations with computer-assisted equipment were 
lost while on hold. In contrast, 72, or 72 percent, of the 
580 calls made to sites which did not have computer-assisted 
equipment were lost while on hold. 

Although IRS already has much of the equipment it would 
need to operate its toll-free telephone assistance program from 
13 sites, equipment is but one aspect in deciding whether to 
consolidate. Numerous other factors need to be taken into ac- 
count in determining the optimum number of telephone sites to 
operate. In any case, however, IRS probably could not operate 
efficiently with less than 13 sites. In this regard, for fiscal 
year 1981, 
of IRS' 

account-related inquiries comprised about 40 percent 
total call volume. For a telephone assistor, the meth- 

odology for handing an account-related inquiry differs substan- 
tially from the methodology for handling a tax law question or a 
request for forms or publications. This is because account- 
related inquiries frequently require IRS telephone assistors to 
make a computer-assisted search of records maintained at a ser- 
vice center. Since an individual's tax records are maintained 
at only 1 of IRS' 10 service centers-- the service center to 
which the taxpayer mailed the tax return--answering sites 
seemingly would have to be arranged by service center area to 
accommodate account inquiries. Furthermore, the existing sites 
in Anchorage, Alaska; Honolulu, Hawaii: and San Juan, Puerto 
Rico probably would have to be retained due to the geographical 
distances involved. 

IRS has recognized that the Congress may insist that the 
current toll-free telephone assistance program be maintained and 
has determined that decisions on consolidation are still need- 
ed. To this end, IRS has contracted for a more detailed study 
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to determine the cost-effectiveness of potential consolidation 
actions. The contract involves developing a complex computer 
model to sort out the numerous alternatives for future toll-free 
telephone system consolidations. IRS expects to receive the 
study results early in calendar year 1984. 

Once IRS has received the study results, it should be in a 
position to make decisions on consolidation, and it should do 
so. Meanwhile, IRS should also begin seeking to develop methods 
for diverting taxpayers who have tax law or account-related 
questions from walk-in to telephone assistors. 

Divertinq taxpayers with tax law 
guestions from walk-in to 
telephone assistors 

Historically, IRS has provided taxpayers with answers to 
tax law and account-related questions both over the telephone 
and at walk-in offices. Yet the cost associated with providing 
the same kind of assistance through these activities differs 
substantially. That is, it is much more expensive to handle tax 
law and account-related questions at walk-in offices than via 
telephone. Therefore, to the extent that IRS can expand its 
recent efforts to channel such questions to telephone assistors 
in future years, it may achieve some significant cost savings. 
To do so, IRS may f.ind it useful to educate both taxpayers and 
walk-in office employees as to the benefits of increased reli- 
ance on telephone assistance. 

Tax law and account-related inquiries represent the bulk of 
telephone inquiries. During fiscal year 1981, IRS telephone as- 
sistors responded to about 36 million calls, of which 32 mil- 
lion, or 89 percent, were tax law and account-related inquiries; 
4 million, or 11 percent, pertained to requests for forms and/or 
publications. 

Tax law and account-related inquiries also represent a 
major portion of IRS' walk-in contacts. In fiscal year 1981, 
IRS handled 8.7 million walk-in contacts. Of these, only 2.6 
million, or 30 percent, involved help in return preparation 
and/or return review. The remaining 6.1 million, or 70 percent, 
involved "other walk-in contacts," which included tax law and 
account-related inquiries. IRS' data does not separate tax law 
and account-related inquiries from "other walk-in contacts." 
However, according to IRS, about 96 percent of IRS' non-return 
preparation and review contacts are for tax law and account- 
related inquiries. Assuming that this same percentage rate 
applied for fiscal year 1981, IRS would have handled 5.9 million 
such inquiries at walk-in offices that year. 
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If tax-law and account-related inquiries were handled ex- 
clusively over the telephone, IRS' costs would decrease. Ac- 
cording to IRS data, the Service can provide answers to these 
inquiries at less cost by telephone than at walk-in offices. 
For each call answered in fiscal year 1981, IRS spent an average 
of $2.09. For each walk-in contact involving tax law or 
account-related inquiries, IRS spent an average of $3.53. Thus, 
IRS spent $1.44, or 69 percent more per walk-in contact to han- 
dle inquiries which could have been handled at a lower cost by 
a telephone assistor. The difference in cost is attributable 
partly to the fact that telephone assistors can handle a higher 
volume of inquiries than can walk-in assistors and partly to the 
fact that telephone assistors have a lower pay scale than do 
walk-in assistors. 

If the 5.9 million tax law and account-related inquiries 
had not been handled at walk-in offices at a cost of $3.53 each, 
IRS could have reduced the cost of providing assistance at its 
walk-in offices by $20.8 million. Meanwhile, the 5.9 million 
inquiries could have been handled over the telephone for $12,3 
million, which is $8.5 million less than the cost of handling 
them at walk-in offices. Although it is infeasible to expect 
IRS to divert all questions from walk-in to telephone assistors, 
these cost comparisons illustrate the benefits that could be 
derived from even a partial shift of emphasis from walk-in to 
telephone assistance. 

IRS has recognized the potential benefits that could be 
derived from greater reliance on telephone assistance for tax 
law and account-related inquiries. In fact, IRS encourages tax- 
payers, who visit walk-in offices for answers to such inquiries, 
to use the telephone. In some walk-in offices, for example, IRS 
has "hot-line" telephones which automatically connect taxpayers 
to the toll-free lines: in other offices, IRS provides tele- 
phones with signs directing taxpayers with questions to dial the 
applicable toll-free telephone number. The pictures on the fol- 
lowing page illustrate these IRS efforts. 

Based on our observations at the five IRS districts we 
visited, however, both the availability and the extent of use of 
these telephones was limited. For example, one district did not 
have the telephones in any offices while the other four dis- 
tricts provided telephones only in some offices. Also, in some 
walk-in offices, signs publicizing the hot-line telephone ser- 
vice were inadequate and telephones were not in prominent loca- 
tions. Thus, many taxpayers may not have been aware of the 
availability of the telephones. In other instances, IRS walk-in 
office personnel did not encourage use of the telephones because 
they believed the telephone lines would be busy and/or because 
they felt that taxpayers preferred to have inquiries handled 
personally. 
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Sign In a walk-in office notlfymg taxpayers of the avaIlabIlity of a “‘hot-lme” 
telephone for answers to questtons 

Direct dial telephone In walk-m office with sgn explammg how taxpayers seeking 
answers to questlons can use the toll-free lines 

Sign In IRS walk-m office Informing taxpayers of IRS’ toll-free telephone number 
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Many taxpayers do in fact prefer to visit IRS in person to 
get answers to tax law and account-related inquiries. According 
to our questionnaire results, of those who made such inquiries 
at walk-in offices during the 1982 filing season, 67 percent 
preferred in-person assistance for a variety of reasons. For 
example, some taxpayers felt that they could better explain 
their problem in person: others said they could better under- 
stand IRS' answer in person. Some taxpayers also expressed the 
view that getting an answer to a question via walk-in assistance 
took less time than did a telephone inquiry. 

Thus, for several reasons, some taxpayers prefer to get 
answers to their questions from walk-in rather than telephone 
assistors. IRS, of course, can and should take taxpayers' pref- 
erences into account in deciding how best to structure its as- 
sistance activities. But IRS also needs to take cost considera- 
tions into account when making program management decisions. 
And, on balance the mix of considerations indicate that, in this 
instance, IRS should seek to divert as many questions as pos- 
sible from walk-in to telephone assistors. Therefore, IRS may 
want to further promote the use of telephone assistance for tax 
law and account-related questions. Concurrently, IRS may want 
to educate its walk-in office employees as to the need for and 
desirability of such a change in program emphasis. This is 
because walk-in office personnel could be instrumental in get- 
ting taxpayers to adapt to using the telephone as the means for 
getting answers to tax law and account-related questions. 

On a related matter, IRS also may be able to further en- 
hance its taxpayer assistance program by getting more taxpayers 
to adapt to use of audio and video tapes. 

Expanding use of audio and 
video equipment to assist 
taxpayers 

In recent years, IRS has responded to the problem of re- 
duced taxpayer assistance program resources in part by taking 
advantage of technological developments. In particular, IRS has 
experimented with using audio and video tapes to answer specific 
tax law questions and to assist taxpayers in filling out tax 
returns. IRS' efforts have demonstrated that there is a poten- 
tial for increased use of audio and video tapes in future years. 
By relying more on tapes in the future, IRS may be able to 
reduce its taxpayer assistance program costs. However, with 
respect to library audio tapes, IRS needs to collect and analyze 
information on the extent to which taxpayers' needs are being 
met. 
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Expanding use of telephone 
audio tapes 

During fiscal year 1982, IRS began experimenting with 
telephone audio tapes as a means for answering taxpayers' tax 
law questions. This system used cassette tapes to provide tax 
informatlon on 118 different topics such as filing requirements, 
dependents, itemized deductions, and tax credits. Unlike requ- 
lar IRS toll-free telephone assistance, "Tele-tax" was available 
to taxpayers in the test area 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. To 
use Tele-tax, an Individual needed to have (1) a touch tone 
telephone so as to be able to designate the 3-diqit number of 
the desired tape and (2) knowledge of the subject category under 
which a particular question might be answered. 

IRS considered its test results fur Tele-tax to be en- 
couraging and therefore decided to expand the service to 112 
locations nationwide for fiscal year 1983. Among other things, 
IRS found that the cost of answering a question via Tele-tax was 
82 cents on average. In comparison, It. cost IRS $2.09 on aver- 
age, during fiscal year 1981, for an assistor to respond to a 
tax question on the toll-free telephone lines. 

Thus, Tele-tax appears to have some potential for reducing 
IRS' taxpayer assistance program costs. IRS has been collecting 
data on the utility of Tele-tax, particularly on the issue of 
whether taxpayers are in fact getting satisfactory answers to 
their questions. As of July 1983, however, IRS was still 
analyzing the data it had collected on taxpayers' use of Tele- 
Tax during the 1983 filing season. 

In any case, however, the utility of the Tele-tax program 
is limited by the touch tone telephone requirement. This is 
because, accordlnq to American Telephone and Teleqraph Corpora- 
tion officials, slightly less than 50 percent of its customers 
nationwide have touch tone telephones. st111, Tele-tax appears 
to have the potential to better enable IRS to provide more effi- 
cient and effective assistance to taxpayers. 

Expanding use of library 
audio tapes 

In fiscal year 1979, IRS began maklnq audio cassette tapes 
available in libraries across the country. The tapes provide 
taxpayers with line-by-line instructions on how to prepare 
Federal tax forms 1040 and 1040A and schedules A (itemized 
deductions) and B (dividend and interest income). However, IRS' 
data indicates that taxpayers have made only limited use of the 
tapes for a variety of reasons. IRS perhaps can remedy this 
situation by further promoting taxpayer use of the audio tapes. 
Concurrently, however, IRS should seek to determine the extent 
to which the audio tapes prove useful to taxpayers. 
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According to the latest available IRS data, taxpayers made 
only limited use of library audio tapes during fiscal years 1979 
through 1981, as shown in the following table. 

Fiscal Number of partl- 
year cipatinq libraries 

Number of patrons 
using tapes 

1979 1,677 8,185 
1980 2,994 12,805 
1981 2,555 11,467 

Thus, in fiscal year 1981, only 11,467 persons reportedly 
used IRS-furnished library audio tapes. In contrast, during 
that fiscal year, IRS provided self-help return preparation as- 
sistance to 2 million persons at walk-in offices. Undoubtedly, 
some of the 2 million persons using return preparation assist- 
ance at walk-in offices could instead have used a library audio 
tape at home. And if IRS could increase taxpayer use of library 
tapes, significant cost savings could accrue. IRS' average 
cost, per taxpayer, for library tapes is about $1 per person 
assisted. In comparison, self-help assistance provided at 
walk-in offices costs an average of $2.05 per person assisted. 

Several factors may account for limited use of the library 
audio tapes by taxpayers. First, there is the obvious limita- 
tion that a taxpayer must have access to a cassette recorder in 
order to take advantage of library audio tapes. Second, some 
libraries allow patrons to check out tapes for as long as 3 to 5 
weeks, thereby limiting the number of persons who can use the 
tapes. For fiscal year 1983, IRS sought to have libraries limit 
check-out of the tapes to 3 or 4 days to increase circulation. 
Third, IRS officials believe that few taxpayers are aware of the 
library audio tape program. IRS did prepare some publicity 
materials for use by district offices but these materials have 
proven insufficient. IRS needs to afford greater emphasis--from 
a publicity standpoint-- to the library audio tape program. By 
so doing, IRS may be able to increase taxpayer reliance on such 
tapes while concurrently reducing the Service's assistance pro- 
gram costs. 

On a related matter, there is 211~0 a need for IRS to better 
assess the utility of audio tapes to taxpayers. Currently, IRS 
collects data only on the extent of use of the tapes; it does 
not seek to assess taxpayers' satisfaction with the tapes. Such 
data is essential, however, because IRS conceivably could be 
incurring unnecessary additional costs. For example, a taxpayer 
who gets insufficient information from an audio tape might 
follow up by calling IRS or visiting a walk-in office. In such 
a case, the cost associated with the audio tape may have been an 
unnecessary IRS expense. And IRS can best avoid this problem by 
collecting and analyzing data on the extent to which taxpayers 
are satisfied with the use of audio tapes. 
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Expanding use of 
video tapes 

In fiscal year 1982, IRS began experimenting with the use 
of a video tape as a means for providing self-help return prep- 
aration assistance with respect to Form lCJ40A at walk-in of- 
fices. IRS found that, at test sites, many taxpayers were able 
to follow the video tape and were able to complete their tax re- 
turns without further assistance. IRS therefore expanded its 
video tape program to include coverage of Form 1040 and Sche- 
dules A and B. IRS tested these video tapes during the 1983 
filing season. 

According to IRS officials, expanded use of video tapes in 
walk-in offices could, in future years, reduce IRS' assistance 
program costs. Furthermore, industry officials estimated that, 
as of January 1, 1983, about 4.5 million home video cassette 
recorders were in use. IRS, therefore, foresees a potential for 
home use of video tapes by taxpayers in the future. 

CONCLUSIONS 

IRS' fiscal year 1984 budget request calls for further re- 
ductions in taxpayer assistance programs, including elimination 
of toll-free telephone assistance for tax law questions. IRS, 
however, lacks adequate data on the potential effects of its 
proposals on taxpayers and on the tax system. Prior tax admin- 
istration reports we have issued together with data we developed 
while conducting this review indicate that the contemplated pro- 
gram cuts could have potentially serious, negative effects. 
Chief among these potential negative effects is a possible de- 
cline in voluntary compliance levels. 

Thus, given the risks involved, IRS ought not to seek fur- 
ther taxpayer assistance program cutbacks without first devel- 
oping better data regarding the effects those cutbacks would 
have, IRS needs to develop better data on the overall utility 
of taxpayer assistance activities in part by seeking more 
complete answers to the questions raised in this chapter (see 
p. 25). IRS may indeed be able to cut back on its assistance 
activities without the adverse effects outweighing the cost 
reductions that would accrue. But it does not presently have 
sufficient information for making an informed decision in this 
regard. 

While developing that data, IRS should also further improve 
its telephone and walk-in assistance. IRS can do so by (1) de- 
ciding whether and, if so, to what extent and when it ought to 
consolidate toll-free telephone answering sites, (2) expanding 
its efforts to divert taxpayers having tax law or account- 
related questions from walk-in to telephone assistors, and 
(3) continuing to experiment with new methods for assisting tax- 
payers, especially through use of audio and video tapes. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMISSIONER 
OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

To make possible a more informed assessment of the 
consequences of any future cutbacks in taxpayer assistance 
activities, we recommend that the Commissioner develop better 
management information on the overall utility of the Service's 
taxpayer assistance program. We recognize the difficulties 
inherent in measuring the direct impact of the taxpayer assist- 
ance program on revenue yields and voluntary compliance levels. 
On the other hand, there are ways to Indirectly measure the 
utlllty of taxpayer assistance activities. For example, the 
Service could collect and analyze additional informatlon on 
issues we have raised in this chapter such as the understand- 
ability of IRS forms and publications to assistance program 
users; the acceptablllty of available private sector and volun- 
tary organization substitutes for IRS' assistance activities; 
the impact reductions in telephone assistance may have on other 
aspects of IRS operations; the potential effect that reduced 
assistance may have on voluntary compliance levels; and how 
further assistance program cutbacks would affect certain 
taxpayer groups. 

We intend to make available to IRS the data we developed on 
these Issues. IRS, in turn, will need to collect additlonal 
data If It is to develop more definitive answers to these ques- 
tions. IRS, in response to previous recommendations and at its 
own initiative, is already planning research projects on com- 
pliance related issues. Thus, IRS can consider the questions 
raised In this report while designing those projects. 

Also, IRS can obtain considerable additional informatloo 
at little additional cost by modifying its current management 
information systems. For example, through its taxpayer assis- 
tance-related data gathering efforts, IRS currently collects 
data on the utility of its Tele-Tax program by asking taxpayers 
to respond to a tape-recorded question. IRS could gather infor- 
mation on the characteristics of users of Tele-Tax by asking 
them to respond to certain additional tape-recorded questions. 
Similarly, IRS also could consider modifying other management 
information systems it now operates. For example, the Service 
could consider using Its Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program 
as a means for determining who uses IRS-provided taxpayer assis- 
tance and what kinds of assistance users need. That program 
measures taxpayer compliance through specialized examinations of 
randomly selected returns. Thus, the program could possibly be 
used as a vehicle for gathering addItiona data on the extent to 
which IRS-provrded taxpayer assistance contributes to citizens' 
willingness and ability to comply wrth the tax laws. Thus, 
there are a variety of ways IRS can readily collect better data 
on the utility of its taxpayer assistance programs. 
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While this is being done, we also recommend that, to improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of IRS' taxpayer assistance 
activities, the Commissioner: 

--Decide whether and, if so, to what extent and when IRS 
should consolidate its current toll-free telephone as- 
sistance sites. 

--Educate and encourage taxpayers who have tax law or 
account-related auestions to use telephone rather than 
walk-in assistance and better Inform walk-in office 
assistors on the neeci for and utlllty of diverting 
taxpayers with such questions to telephone assistors. 

--Test the feasibility of expandlnq the use of library 
audio tapes by taxpayers. One approach could be to 
determine, in selected areas, whether greater promotion 
efforts have the effect of motivatlnq more taxpayers to 
use library audio tapes. Concurrently, data should be 
developed in those areas on the extent to which taxpayers 
are benefiting from and are satlsfled with the audio 
tapes. Without such data, IRS cannot be sure that its 
audio tape program is cost-effective, 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CQNGRFSS 

IRS cannot now orovlde the Congress with data which will 
reasonably ensure that the adverse effects of taxpayer assis- 
tance program cutbacks will not exceed the cost reductions to be 
achieved. Therefore, given the potential risks associated with 
further program cutbacks-- especially in terms of a possible 
decline in voluntary compliance levels--we recommend that the 
Congress continue to provide IRS with funds to operate tele- 
phone, walk-in, and correspondence assistance programs. In de- 
ciding on the level of funding for future appropriations, the 
Congress should consider the infcrmation contained in this 
report on the (1) accuracy, availabllltv, and timeliness of 
service being provided at current fundlnq levels and (2) kinds 
of assistance needed as identified by users of IRS' various 
programs. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

Ry letter dated October 20, 1983, the Acting Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue, in providing IRS' comments on a draft of 
this report, generally agreed with GAO's conclusions and recom- 
mendations. The Acting Commissioner stated that IRS would 

--Seek to measure the utility of taxpayer assistance 
programs throush analysis of Taxpayer Compliance 
Keasurement Program data and specific tax assistance 
program data; 
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--Conduct a general purpose survey on the sufficiency, 
availability, and quality of the various taxpayer 
assistance programs; 

--Undertake new research to provide necessary information 
for determining what proqrams and levels of tax assis- 
tance are appropriate; 

--Continue its program directed at improvinq the readabil- 
ity of tax forms, instructions, and taxpayer publications 
and analyze taxpayer error patterns to identify areas 
needing further clarification and simplification; and 

--Use the data we developed to supplement IRS efforts to 
determine the most efficient and effective methods for 
providing appropriate types of assistance to taxpayers. 

In response to our recommendations that IRS improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of its taxpayer assistance activi- 
ties, the Acting Commissioner said that IRS would (1) develop a 
long-range plan on consolidation actions which will assure effi- 
cient and cost-effective operation of the Service's telephone 
assistance program, (2) emphasize use of telephone assistance by 
taxpayers through use of posters in walk-in offices which will 
advise taxpayers of toll-free telephone assistance and hot lines 
connecting walk-in offices to telephone answering sites, where 
feasible, and (3) test the feasibility of expanding the use of 
library audio tapes by taxpayers. 

The actions specified by the Acting Commissioner are fully 
responsive to our recommendations. Appendix I contains a copy 
of the Acting Commissioner's comments. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Our review oblectlve was to evaluate the economy, efficien- 
CY! and effectiveness of IRS assistance to taxpayers over the 
telephone, at walk-in offices, and through correspondence during 
the 1982 filing season. The objective was accomplished in three 
phases. In phase une, we measured the accuracy, timeliness, and 
availability of each of IRS' three taxpayer assistance actlvi- 
ties. In phase two, we identified the characteristics of users 
of IRS-provided taxpayer assistance and determined what kinds of 
assistance users needed. In phase three, we sought to identify 
ways in which IRS could improve taxpayer assistance activities, 
increase productivity, and cut costs. 

MEASURING THE ACCURACY, 
TIMELINESS, AND AVAILABILITY 
OF TELEPHONE ASSISTANCE 

We obtained available information from IRS on its goals for 
providing accurate and timely telephone assistance during fiscal 
year 1982 and 3 prior years. We then compared this Information 
to IRS-developed data on the accuracy and timeliness of 
assistance actually provided. IRS units contacted included the 
Office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue as well as IRS' 
Taxpayer Service, Internal Audit, and Statistics Divisions. We 
also obtained data from IRS on the accuracy and timeliness of 
assistance provided taxpayers at five districts selected for 
detailed coverage during this review. To obtain geographic 
coverage, we selected IRS districts located in different parts 
of the country--Atlanta, Georgia; Detroit, Michigan; Newark, New 
Jersey; San Francisco, California; and St. Louis, Missouri. 

As an independent check on information in IRS records, we 
made 1,092 telephone calls from January 25 to March 31, 1982, to 
49 of IRS' 52 toll-free telephone sites. We excluded sites in 
Anchorage, Alaska; Honolulu, Hawaii; and San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
because of the geographic distances involved. Calls were made 
according to standard statistical techniques, which took into 
account the telephone site to be called, the question to be 
asked, the date the call was to be placed, and the time and day 
the call was to be made. 

The tax-related questions we asked included 10 from a 
similar test we made in 1978. The results of our 1978 test were 
discussed by the Director of GAO's General Government Division 
in testimony before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer and 
Monetary Affairs, House Committee on Government Operations, on 
March 22, 1978. Using the same questions for our 1978 and 1982 
tests enabled us to compare results for the two periods. But we 
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also developed seven new questions related to tax changes con- 
tained in the Economic Recovery Act of 1981 and three new ques- 
tions related to energy tax credits, the interest exclusion, and 
the earned income credit. 

Among other things, we determined whether IRS answered each 
question accurately and we collected detailed data on the time- 
liness and availability of telephone assistance. For example, 
for each telephone call made, we recorded when the call was 
made, how much time elapsed before the call was answered, wheth- 
er the call was placed on hold and, if so, for how long, etc. 
By compiling such data, we were able to develop an overall pic- 
ture of the efficiency and effectiveness of IRS' toll-free tele- 
phone assistance program. 

MEASURING THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, 
AND AVAILABILITY OF WALK-IN ASSISTANCE 

From IRS headquarters records and records of the five 
selected districts, we obtained information on IRS goals for 
providing accurate and timely walk-in assistance during fiscal 
year 1982 and 3 prior years. We also obtained information from 
these same sources on the accuracy and timeliness of assistance 
actually provided and then compared that data to IRS' goals. 

As an independent check on the timeliness data contained in 
IRS records, we used standard statistical techniques to obtain 
information on the length of time taxpayers waited for IRS as- 
sistance during the 1982 filing season and the length of time 
IRS took to provide assistance. At walk-in sites in 25 dis- 
tricts, we asked IRS to randomly sample taxpayers who visited 
the sites for assistance on 5 randomly selected days (January 
29, February 11 and 22, and March 17 and 30). At walk-in sites, 
IRS issues a serially pre-numbered contact card to each taxpayer 
requesting assistance. This card provides space for information 
on the type of assistance provided and the time spent providing 
the assistance. We asked IRS assistors to select taxpayers for 
our survey using certain pre-numbered contact cards we had 
selected at random. 

When IRS assistors issued contact cards with the selected 
numbers, they were to ask the taxpayers receiving the cards to 
participate in our survey. IRS asked 4,311 taxpayers to parti- 
cipate in our survey through this methodology and 3,188, or 74 
percent, agreed. As 3,188 was more than we needed for statis- 
tical purposes, we randomly selected 1,498 for questionnaire 
mailings. The U.S. Postal Service was able to deliver 1,469 of 
the questionnaires we mailed to the 1,498 taxpayers, and we 
received responses from 1,209. 
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The 25 districts where we followed the above procedure in- 
cluded 15 districts included in an earlier review which resulted 
in a report entitled Taxpayer Waiting Time at IRS' Walk-in Ser- 
vice Offices (GGD-79-53, Apr. 10, 1979). These 15 districts 
were: 

Augusta, Maine Chicago, Illinois 
Boston, Massachusetts Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire Helena, Montana 
Manhattan, New York Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Wilmington, Delaware Seattle, Washington 
Jacksonville, Florida Portland, Oregon 
Jackson, Mississippi Los Angeles, California 
Little Rock, Arkansas 

Because we included these 15 districts, we were able to use our 
previously developed data base as a baseline from which to mea- 
sure changes in assistance time. But we also included the 
following 10 additional districts in this review--Albany, New 
York; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Richmond, Virginia; Nashville, 
Tennessee; St. Louis, Missouri: Houston, Texas: Dallas, Texas; 
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Denver, Colorado; and Boise, Idaho. 
These 10 districts were randomly selected from the 44 districts 
not included in our 1979 review. 

MEASURING THE ACCURACY AND 
TIMELINESS OF CORRESPONDENCE 
ASSISTANCE 

IRS does not record information on the accuracy and timeli- 
ness of the correspondence assistance it provides. However, we 
sampled correspondence IRS received during January 1 through 
March 15, 5982, at the five IRS district offices selected for 
detailed coverage. For each taxpayer in our sample, we obtained 
a copy of the inquiry and a copy of IRS' reply. We then evalu- 
ated IRS' reply for accuracy and timeliness. 
was judgmental in nature. 

Our accuracy test 
That is, based on our knowledge of 

the tax laws, we sought to assess whether IRS' responses were 
accurate. But we also verified that an IRS supervisor had, as 
required, reviewed and approved each response. 
liness, 

Concerning time- 
we compared the dates letters were received by IRS to 

the dates of IRS' responses and compared those time frames 
against IRS' 14 day goal for replies to correspondence. The 
number of taxpayers selected at each of the five IRS districts, 
using standard statistical techniques, was as follows: 
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District office Universe SamDle size 

Atlanta 100 
Detroit 156 
Newark 406 
San Francisco 72 
St. LOUlS 247 

Total 981 

96 
75 

100 
70 
83 - 

424 

DETERMINING WHO USES IRS ASSISTANCE 
AND WHAT TYPES OF ASSISTANCE USERS 
AND OTHER TAXPAYERS NEED 

To determine who used IRS' assistance and what types of 
assistance users and other taxpayers needed, we developed two 
questionnaires. The first questionnaire was mailed to 550 tax- 
payers who requested IRS assistance by telephone, 1,498 who 
requested IRS assistance at walk-In offices, and 389 who 
requested IRS assistance via correspondence during the 1982 fil- 
ing season. Using standard statIstica techniques prescribed by 
GAO, IRS personnel obtained names and addresses of taxpayers 
telephoning IRS' 52 answering sites. That is, IRS personnel 
selected three calls per site on each of 5 days during the 1982 
filing season (January 29, February 11 and 22, March 17 and 30) 
and asked the selected taxpayers for their names, addresses, and 
telephone numbers. Of the 780 taxpayers who were asked, 550, or 
71 percent, agreed to identify themselves. The 4,311 taxpayers 
selected for our timeliness check of walk-in assistance were 
also asked for their names and addresses; 3,188, or 74 percent 
cooperated. As 3,188 represented more than the number needed 
for statistical purposes, we randomly selected 1,498, or 47 per- 
cent, for questionnaire mailing. Of our sample of 424 taxpayers 
who corresponded with IRS for assistance, only 389, or 92 per- 
cent, had sufficient address information for questionnaire 
mai1ing.l 

The second questionnaire was mailed to taxpayers who had 
filed a Form 1040 or 1040A during the 1981 filing season. Fol- 
lowing standard statistical techniques we prescribed, IRS ran- 
domly selected 606 taxpayers from its records of 93 million tax- 
payers who filed tax returns In 1981. Our sample was drawn from 
taxpayers filing during 1981 because names and addresses of 
those flllng in 1982 were not yet available. Nevertheless, our 
questionnaire was directed at obtaining information related to 
the 1982 filing season. 

'Where address information was insufficient, IRS frequently 
was able to use the telephone to respond to taxpayers' 
letters. 
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The questionnaires mailed and the number of responses 
received are summarized below: 

Group 
sampled 

Question- 
naires 
mailed 

Responses 
Question- Question- as a per- 
naires un- naire cent of 
deliverable responses deliverables 

Telephone 
users 

Walk-in 
users 

Correspon- 
dence users 

Taxpayers in 
general 

550 

1,498 

389 

606 

31 423 82 

29 1,209 82 

11 312 a3 

27 367 63 

We made a computer analysis of the information we collected 
on our questionnaires. In population surveys, implementation of 
a sampling design does not always proceed exactly as planned. 
We expected that more randomly selected taxpayers who used IRS 
telephone and/or walk-in assistance would agree to participate 
in our survey than did. We have no data base to ascertain 
whether those who did not participate would have answered ques- 
tions in the same way as did taxpayers included in our sample. 
Therefore, for these two samples, the percentages contained in 
the body of the report and appendixes VI and VII represent only 
the responses of those taxpayers who chose to participate in our 
survey. 

Our sampling design for taxpayers in general and taxpayers 
using correspondence to ask IRS for assistance proceeded more as 
planned. And we were able to make tests which demonstrated that 
there was not a non-respondent bias in our sample of taxpayers 
in general. For these samples, we weighted the sample data to 
reflect the relative size of each sample universe to the overall 
universe. In presenting projected data, we used the weighted 
mean as the best estimate because the projections were based on 
a statistical sample rather than a complete count. 

Additional details on our methodology for each sample are 
included with our summary questionnaires (appendixes V through 
VIII). 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

Washington DC LO224 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Director, General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

I appreciate the opportunity to review your draft report 
entitled, *‘Need to Better Assess Consequences Before Cutting 
Taxpayer Assistance.” 

In general, we agree with the report’s conclusions and 
recommendations. In fact, the recommendations are a 
confirmation of many of the actions taken by the Service over 
the last several years. We have already sponsored public 
opinion surveys of various forms of taxpayer assistance and 
needs, studied and implemented consolidations of toll-free 
telephone sites, and encouraged taxpayers to use the telephone 
for assistance. We will continue our efforts in these and 
other areas in an attempt to provide the most beneficial and 
cost-effective taxpayer service possible. 

Specific comments on each of the report’s recommendations 
are enclosed. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely, 

Bnc losure 
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IRS Comments on GAO Recommendations 
In Draft Report EntItled “Need to iietter 

Assess Consequences Before Cuttlng Taxpayer Assistance” 

P-age 48. Recommendation #I 

To provide reasonable assurance that proposed cutbacks in 
the Service’s taxpayer assistance programs will not have 
adverse effects on the tax system, we recommend that the 
Commissioner develop better management information on the 
overall utility of the Service’s various taxpayer assistance 
activities. 

Comments 

We agree with the recommendation. We will build upon our 
extensive past research and continue to pursue efforts to 
develop better management 1nformat:on on the overall utility of 
the Service’s taxpayer assistance programs. During the 1983 
Budget formulation we decided to concentrate our efforts in 
providing account and procedural assistance to all taxpayers 
seeking that type of assistance, and continuation of our 
self-help return preparation assistance For those most in need 
of that help. It was our intention to redirect the requests 
for technical tax law assistance to less-costly, alternative 
forms and forums, while still providing the assistance 
necessary LO comply with the tax law. Our plans are to offer 
the Service’s existing tax law assistance programs 1n ?Y 1984 
and For the forseeabie future baseu on the act:ons of both the 
Senate and House Appropr?at:ons Zomm:tiees on our FY 1984 
8udget request, However, the Service di 1: pursue :mproved, 
more cost effective, less iabor :ntensive methods OE prov:d:ng 
taxpayer ass Lqtance tnrough ear I IDUS methods 

As stated in the GAO report, there are diff,cu.:res 
inherent in measuring tne dlrpct ,mpac: I? taxpayer assistance 
on revenue yields and voluntary comp;lance Levels. Such an 
undertaking would be very tlse-consuslng jr,d costly, and *de are 
not sure that current research t echniques wou:3 al.ow -1s to 
answer these questions 1~1th any real degree of cettalnty. 

One of the ways we plan to measure the Jiii -ty of taxpayer 
assistance is to continue on-golnz eEfor%s ment:oned !n the GAO 
report such as using generai TaxQayet Compliance Measurement 
Programs (TCMP) data and speclf~c tax ass:sta?ce program data 
similar to that collected by the ?e’li Tele-Tax Program. 
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As needed, we will update management inFormation available 
to us Erom previous research. Far example, In 1974 and 1978, 
we surveyed taxpayers who visited walk-in areas to determine 
the demographics of those who used our programs and their 
perceptions of our assistance efforts. In 1977, we studied the 
impact of our Returns Preparation and Rcvlcw Program, 
determintng both the demographics of users of that program, as 
well as the cost/beneEit relationships arising From the 
assistance. We used questionnaires Fn our 1977 tax package to 
update demographic and perception Information, and conducted a 
taxpayer telephone satisfaction survey in 1978. In 1979, the 
Service began collecting, through our walk-in card system, 
measures of waiting time, assistance timr and other Eactors 
relating to walk-In assistance. 

In addition, the Service has sponsored public opinion 
surveys over the years ln which u/e queried taxpayers’ 
perceptions oE, and att 1 tudes toward, various Eorms of taxpayer 
assistance. A contract to conduct a new general purpose 
opinion survey has been awarded. ‘#e intend to include 
questions in this survey on suEfi.ciency, availability and 
quality oE various taxpayer assistance programs, including 
inEormatlon dissemination programs. 

As we look to the Euture, we ~111 be undertaking new 
research to provide the necessary information Eor determining 
the programs and levels oE tax assistance to be conducted. One 
efEort we plan to initiate this year should provide the Service 
with additional information. We dill be assisted by an outside 
contractor in a study on Taxpayrr Service Alternative 
Technologies. The study design ,ncludes a complete review and 
evaluation of the current taxpayer assistance program and 
extensive explorat!on OF all uses OF media and high-technology 
communications applicable to tcle program. The contract has 
recently been awarded and study -esults are expec:ed by July 
1984. 

As add:_tona i alternatives are proposed, tested, and 
imp?cncnted, we J! 1 i continue :CI measure their ut:L;ty to both 
taxpayers and :?e Service We expect tnat the data deveLoped 
by GAO w~l! Se Iery useEu1 In suppL5mentLng our on-going 
efEorts to detecmlne the most e?E‘lclent and effective methods 
Eor providlni: 3~ appropriate :I’?+ 7’ a<slstance to a!1 
taxpayers. 
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Lastly, we would ltke to note that the Service LS 
continuing its program of reducing the readablljty level of the 
tax forms, Instructions, and taxpayer puhllcatlons In 
addition, in 1982 we introduced a new Form !040E%. IhIs t‘orm, 
even shorter than Form 1040A, has only I1 lines and was well 
received by the public. The overwhelming ma]orlty of persons 
filing the new form prepared it themselves. For the coming 
year, the Service expects to expand the use of Form 1040A by 
adding lines for new items. We have been testing dlEferent 
versions of an expanded form in various locatIons throughout 
the country. Results so far indicate that we can expand the 
use of the form without appreciably Lncreaslng the burden on 
taxpayers already able to Elle rt, The Form 104OA and 
instructions are generally considered to be simpler and more 
easily understood than th,e Form 1040 and instructions. Thus, 
one of our goals is to enable more current Form 1040 fliers to 
Eile the Form 1OdOA. 

As part of the forms, instructions and publications 
simplification process, we are not only contlnulng our testing 
program, but expanding It. By analyzing the test error 
patterns, as well as the error rates on Eorms actually filed, 
we are identifying areas needing further clartflcatlon and 
simplification. 
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PaRe 49, Recommendation #2 

Decide whether and, if so, to what extent and when IRS 
should consolidate its current toll-free telephone assistance 
sites. 

Comments 

We agree with the recommendation 

The Servic-e has and will continue to examine and implement 
consolidations of toll-Eree sites where it LS cost eEfective 
and promotes management and staff efficiencies. kle had 52 
answering sites at the time of GAO’s study. Since that time, 
eight more consolidations have been approved and three others 
are pending approval. IE the latter three are approved, the 
Service’s toll-free network ~111 consist of 41 answering sites. 

Further, based on results of a feasibility study of the 
Collection and Taxpayer Service Divisions sharing the same 
Automated Call Distributor equipment, the results of the 
re-evaluation of the 1977 Site Study, detetminatlon of 
equipment priorities, and appropriate Funding availablli y, we 
intend to develop In FY 1984 a long-range plan for furtter 
consolrdatlons/enhancements. The plan will provide direction 
and establisn a Taxpayer Ser.vice ?osltion on consolidation 
actions and enhancement of equ:pment which represents the most 
efficient and cost effective operation for the :e:ephone 
program. 
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PaRe 49. Recommendation #3 

Educate and encourage taxpayers who have tax law or 
account-related questions to use telephone rather than walk-ln 
assistance and better inform walk-in office assistors on the 
need for and utility of diverting taxpayers with such questions 
to telephone assistots. 

Comments 

Generally, we agree with the recommendation. In the past, 
the Service has encouraged the taxpaying public to use the 
telephone Ear assistance. We will continue to emphasize the 
use oE the telephone in all of our contacts with the public and 
In our forms, instructions, publications, and media releases. 
We will continue to provide posters in the walk-in areas which 
advise taxpayers of the toll-Eree telephone assistance, as well 
as hot lines connecting walk-in areas to telephone answering 
sites, where feasible. 
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tape 49, Recommendation #4 

Test the feasibility of expanding the use of library audio 
tapes by taxpayers. 

Comments 

We agree with the recommendation. We propose to test the 
utility OF our library audio (and visual) tapes as a part OE 
our overall Taxpayer Service Alternative Technologies Study. 
That study, conducted with the assistance of an Independent 
contractor expert in all areas of communications, will be 
completed in late 1984. 
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(--3MPTQOLLER GEPTSRAL'S REPORT 
TO 'WE JOLW COPYITTEE Or1 

"AXATION 
COPGRESS 0F THE UNITED STATES 

IRS’ ADMIPlISTRATIOIJ OF 
PENALTIES IMPOSED ON 
TAX RETURN PREPARERS 

DIGEST _--_-- 

For many vears, IRS has experienced problems 
with an unknown universe of incompetent, negli- 
gent, and/or fraudulent paid return prenarers. 
To supplement existing criminal penalties and 
to provide IRS with another means for dealing 
with those problems, the Conqress, through the 
Tax Reform Act of 1976, authorized assessment 
of civil penalties against paid preparers. The 
penalties, which range from $5 to $500 per vio- 
lation, can be cateqorized into three types-- 
disclosure, recordkeeping, and conduct. 

Disclosure penalties may be assessed when pre- 
parers provide some but not all of the identi- 
fication data required or do not identify them- 
selves at all on returns they prepare. Record- 
keeping penalties may be assessed when preparers 
do not maintain required lists of returns nre- 
pared and persons employed. Conduct penaltles 
may he assessed when preparers negligently, in- 
tentionally, or willfully understate taxpayers' 
tax liablllties. Conduct penalties also may be 
assessed when preparers, with or wlthout tax- 
payers' Dermission, endorse or negotiate the 
refund checks of their clients. During 1977 
throucrh 1981, IRS assessed more than 192,000 dis- 
closure and recordkeeping penalties and more 
than 39,000 conduct penalties. 

Since the penaltv provisions went into effect, 
they have proven- controversial. Individual pre- 
parers and preparer qroups have complained about 
IRS' administration of the Provisions. For this 
and other reasons, the Joint Committee on Taxa- 
tion asked CA0 to determine whether the provisions 
were achlevinq their desired effect of helping 
IRS to deal effectively with oroblem return 
preparers. 

fear Sheet 
GAO,'GGD-83-6 

JANUARY 6,1963 
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DISrLOSURE AND RECORDKFFPIIIG VIOLATIONS 

Through penalty assessment, educational efforts, 
development and use of tolerance levels, and 
dialogue with industry representatives, IRS has 
been very successful in qettinq an important 
segment of the preparer population--those who 

provide some but not all of the identification 
data required on tax returns--to more fully com- 
ply with the disclosure requirements of the law. 
However, that success may prove short lived 
because, due to budget constraints, IRS discon- 
tinued this portion of its return preparer com- 
pliance program in 1982. (See pp. 7 to 9.) 

In contrast, it seems questionable whether IRS 
has been as successful In dealing with a more 
troublesome segment of the preparer population-- 
those who do not identify themselves at all on 
returns they prepare and/or do not keep required 
records. While available evidence indicates that 
there are a number of such preparers, the overall 
extent of the problem 1s unknown. IRS needs to 
gather and analyze data on these preparers with 
a view toward determIning the extent of the prob- 
lem and the relative effectiveness of Its compli- 
ance activities in this regard. GAO suggested 
that the Service consider usinq an existing IRS 
data collection program as one means for obtain- 
ing some of the needed data. (See pp. 9 to 11 
and pp. 35 to 37.) 

CONDUCT VIOLATIONS 

For a variety of reasons, IRS' admlnistration of 
conduct-related penalties has been uneven. None- 
theless, the Service's efforts have demonstrated 
that negligent and/or dishonest preparers still 
pose a threat to the tax system. To deal more 
effectively with these continuing problems, IRS 
needs to take steps to (1) further improve admin- 
istration of the penalty for negligent misconduct, 
(21 clarify the circumstances under which the will- 
ful misconduct penalty ought to be asserted, and 
(3) reevaluate Its compliance approach with respect 
to preparers who endorse or negotiate taxpayers' 
refund checks. 

On the basis of general guidelines issued by 
IRS headquarters, IRS examiners began asserting 
penalties against paid preparers for negligent 
misconduct in October 1977. Almost immediately, 
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preparers began complaining that examiners were 
asserting the penalty on an inconsistent basis. 
As a result, IRS reevaluated its guidelines and 
subsequently made a strong effort to further 
clarify what exactly constitutes negligent mis- 
conduct. This should help assure application of 
this penalty on a more consistent basis. How- 
ever, IRS still needs to resolve persistent con- 
fusion over the question of how examiners ought 
to take tax law complexity into account when 
making penalty assertion decisions. Otherwise, 
examiners will have to continue relying heavily 
on subjective judqement in determining whether 
a particular provision of the law is or is not 
complex. Also, IRS should ensure that case files 
contain the information IRS managers and internal 
auditors need to assess the appropriateness and 
consistency of examiners' penalty decisions. 
(See pp. 12 to 18.) 

IRS' administration of the penalty for willful 
misconduct also has been hampered by inadequate 
guidelines. Exarl\iners have been afforded only 
general guidance as to what constitutes willful 
misconduct. The lack of specific guidelines, 
together with minimal documentation in case 
files, has limited IRS' ability to assess the 
effectiveness of its efforts to detect and 
deter preparers who willfully understate tax- 
payers' tax liabilities. (See pp. 18 to 21.) 

With respect to the preparer penalty for en- 
dorsement or negotiation of a taxpayer's re- 
fund check, IRS relied primarily on its exist- 
tinq enforcement mechanisms to detect viola- 
tions. However, one district developed and 
used an innovative approach to detect viola- 
tors. As a result, that district accounted 
for a majority of the refund check penalties 
assessed during 1980 and 1901. IRS' remaining 
58 district offices have not detected nearly as 
manv preparers who negotiated taxpayers' refund 
checks. (See pp. 21 to 23.) 

PROGRAM ACTION CASES 

Although IRS relied primarily on its existing 
enforcement structure to administer the pre- 
parer penalty provisions of the 1976 Tax Reform 
Act, it also recognized the need to supplement 
that approach with a special program aimed at 
detecting and deterring preparers who consist- 
ently violate the law. Such preparers are of 
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Particular concern to IRS herause thev can 
undermine the tax system. Further, occasional 
penaltv assessments mav not effectively deter 
those preparers whose financial qalns from 
violations of the law greatly exceed penaltv 
amounts assessed against them. 

To deal with this seqment of the population, 
IRS souqht to develop "oroqram action cases." 
Throuqh such cases, IRS souqht to assert mul- 
tiple penalties aqalnst Preparers who commit- 
ted multiple violations. Although IRS' approach 
to program action cases had some limitations, 
it did enable the Service to detect and deter 
some preparers who had commltted multiple viO- 
lations. However, primarily due to budget con- 
straints, IRS stopped keypunching certain 
preparer-related information In service center 
computers In January 1982. This made it more 
difficult for IRS to detect preparers who com- 
mitted multiple violations. 

Subsequently, however, IRS concluded that there 
was a need to reconsider the decision to stop 
keypunchinq the preparer data. In June 1982, 
the Commissioner did so and decided to relnsti- 
tute a limited version of the keypunchlnq OD- 
eration. If sufficient funds are available, 
the revised kevpunchinq operation ~~11 be im- 
plemented in January 1983. This should facili- 
tate development of program ac-tlon cases In 
future years. (See pp. 23 to 25.1 

BETTER MANAGEMENT INFOR!lATIOM NEEDED --___ 

When IRS decided to seek the legal authority to 
assess civil penalties against paid preparers, 
it believed that such an enforcement tool would 
provide an effective means for dealing with what 
was believed to be a small qroug of problem pre- 
Parers. However, GAO sent questionnaires to pre- 
parers and the results indicated that the preparer 
problem was, and still mav he, larger than oriqi- 
nallv anticipated. In any case, IRS has not souqht 
to specifically identify the <:1ze of the problem 
preparer qrouP. (See 7-m. ?F; ?nd 27.1 

Furthermore, IRS has not cell-cted the data need- 
ed to assess the effectiveness of Its administra- 
tion of the penalty provisions. In particular, 
IRS lacks data on the extent to which penaltres 
have been assessed cnnsistentlv aoainst the sane 
preparers over the course of c\everal years. In 
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this reqard, If multiple penalty assessments 
have not caused a preparer to comply, then ques- 
tions arise as to the utility of existing pen- 
alty provisions. IRS' Internal Audit Division 
alerted top Service managers to the need for 
manaqement information in a January 1981 report. 
However, IRS has not yet collected the needed 
information. (See pp. 29 to 33.1 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue needs to 
collect and analyze better management information 
on the preparer population and on preparer penal- 
ties. WIthout such information, IRS cannot fully 
assess the extent of preparer noncompliance OK 
the effectiveness of its overall compliance pro- 
gram. In addition, the Commissioner should re- 
solve specific questions about the appropriate- 
ness of certain compliance approaches and the 
consistency of penalty-related decisions. GAO 
makes several recommendations on these matters. 
(See pp. 35 to 37.) 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue expressed 
qeneral agreement with GAO's recommendations 
and specified that various corrective actions 
would be initiated. In GAO's view, however, 
the Commissioner could further assure consistent 
application of the willful misconduct penalty by 
seeking to develop guidelines which would better 
define for IRS personnel and preparers the cir- 
cumstances under which that penalty may be 
asserted. 

GAO also points out that current IRS plans call 
for substantial reductions in the Service's 
taxpayer assistance programs. These planned 
reductions may well have the effect of forcing 
many more taxpayers to seek assistance from 
pald preparers in future years. Thus, GAO sug- 
qests that, in developing a timetable for im- 
plementing corrective actions to the return 
preparer program, the Commissioner take into 
account the expected status of the taxpayer 
assLstance program and the continuinq problem 
of tax law complexity. (See pp. 37 to 39.) 
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COMPTROLLER GmEmL*s WHO'S NOT FILING INCOME TAX 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS RETURNS? IRS NEEDS BETTER 

WAYS TO FIND THEM AND 
COLLECT THEIR TAXES 

DIGEST -----_ 

Some 87 million taxpayers filed individual 
Federal income tax returns In 1978, 
accounting for $213 billion In gross tax 
collections. However, each year many 
taxpayers do not file, and as a result, 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is not 
able to collect billions legally owed to 
the United States. 

Some 68 million people were required to file 
Federal income tax returns in tax year 1972-- 
the most recent year for which reasonably 
complete data was available for estimating 
the number of nonfilers. GAO estimates 
that about 5 million, owing about $2 bil- 
lion in taxes, did not file ln tax year 
1972. These "nonfilers" represent a 
"delinquency gap," or the difference be- 
tween the number of people required to 
file returns and those who did. 

IRS was able to reduce this gap by about 
600,000, or 12 percent, of the estimated 
5 million nonfilers. The remaining non- 
filers were not pursued by IRS primarily 
because of limited resoutces. (See pp. 5 
and 6.1 

IRS needs to be more systematic and vigorous in 
detecting and pursuing nonfllers. Also, the 
Congress needs to consider whether additional 
resources are needed to improve IRS nonfiler 
efforts after IRS provides it with specific 
cost estimates. 

IRS NEEDS TO MORE FULLY 
EXAMINE THE NONFILER POPULATION 

To get some perspective on the problem, 
GAO developed an estimate of the nonfiler 
population and a profile of its charac- 
teristics. While nonfilers generally 
are similar to those who file, certain 
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differences help explain their identity 
and the reasons they do not comply. 

--About 26 percent had 8 years of school- 
ing or less; they may have found the 
tax laws too complicated to understand 
that returns should be filed. 

--About 17 percent of the nonfrlers are 
self-employed individuals whose busl- 
ness income is not reported to IRS: 
they may have less incentive to file 
since IRS has no record of their 
earnings. 

Occupations with the highest nonfIling 
rates were 

--laborers (about 17 percent), 

--service workers (about 16 percent), 

--craftsmen (about 13 percent), and 

--clerical workers (about 13 percent). 
(See pp- 6 to 17 and app. III.) 

To determine the number and identity 
of these nonfilers, their reasons for 
not filing, and the action needed to 
promote compliance with the laws, IRS 
needs to estimate the nonfiler popu- 
lation and analyze its chatacterlstlcs. 
Without such information IRS is not in 
a position to determine the best way to 
reduce the delinquency gap or the best 
use of its nonfiler resources. 

IRS has certain data, such as information 
returns, Social Security Administration 
records, and its own master file records, 
from which perlodlc estimates of the non- 
filer population and Its characteristics 
could be made. This could provide the 
operational data needed to attack the 
nonfiler problem systematlcally. ( See 
PP. 18 to 20.) 
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IRS NEEDS A MORE EFFECTIVE 
PROGRAM FOR CATCHING NONFILERS 

IRS' primary means for detecting and 
investigating nonfilers is the Taxpayer 
Delinquency Investigation Program. Its 
mayor weaknesses result from 

--criteria for selecting potential 
nonfilers for Investigation, 

--policies and procedures restricting 
the investigation of those selected, 

--various practices In managing non- 
filer cases. (See p. 22.) 

IRS selects potential nonfilers for 
investigation on the basis of data 
taken from lnformatlon returns, social 
security tax records, and its master 
file. Selection is based generally 
on whether a person's income, as shown 
by these sources, indicates a predeter- 
mined tax Ilability. It is not based on 
whether a person is technically required 
to file. In fact, IRS' data sources do 
not always show the requirement to file. As 
a result, many people who are not required to 
file are selected for investigation, while 
many who may be required to file are not 
selected. 

For example, to determine which potential 
nonfilers to pursue for tax year 1975, 
IRS used accumulated records on about 110.3 
million individuals. Not all of these 
people were nonfilers--persons required 
to file a tax return --because the records 
included deceased persons and those who 
had little or no income. Of the 110.3 
million individuals, IRS selected about 
1.3 million for investigation under Its 
Taxpayer Delinquency Investigation Program 
but secured delinquent returns in only 31 
percent of the cases investigated. 
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because of insufflclent information or 
because they were deceased. The other 
19 million were not selected because 
they had low income with little or no 
potential tax liablllty. 

Overall GAO estimates that about 2 million 
of the 109 million people not selected 
for investigation had sufficient income 
to be technically required to file. GAO's 
analysis of the 19 million low-income people 
not selected for investigation shows that 
IRS selection criteria excluded about 700,000 
persons who were required to file but did not. 
(See pp. 23 to 26.) 

A better way for IRS to select potential 
nonfilers for investigation and use its 
resources is to develop a model assuring, 
with a high degree of probability, that indivi- 
duals selected for investigation are indeed 
required to file returns. 

GAO developed a model which predicts, with 
about 83 percent certainty, potential non- 
filers most likely to be required or not 
required to file. Using GAO's example, IRS 
should create a similar model for nationwide 
use. (See pp. 26 and 27.) 

Because resources are limited, IRS policies 
and procedures for investigating potential 
nonfilers intentionally llmlt the extent 
to which they are pursued. Moreover, IRS 
procedures do not ensure that nonfilers, 
once caught, will file all their delinquent 
tax returns; nor do the procedures require 
that delinquent returns be checked to 
identify unreported income. 

GAO reviewed 962 randomly selected cases in 
7 district offices from IRS' Taxpayer 
Delinquency Investigation Program for tax 
year 1975. About 46 percent of the cases 
were closed successfully either because IRS 
had secured delinquent returns or because the 
Individuals were not required to file or had 
filed previously. Generally the unsuccessful 
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closures were due to IRS' decision not to 
investigate the taxpayers sufficiently to 
locate them or verify whether they were 
required to file. 

When-- at GAO's request--IRS investigated 
389 of GAO's sample cases, successful 
closures increased to about 69 percent. 
Investigating such cases thoroughly in- 
creased costs, but revenues to the 
Government outweighed costs 3 to 1. 

On the basis of the sample cases, GAO 
estimates that IRS did not investigate 
thoroughly 56,000 nonfiler cases in 7 
dlstrrcts for tax year 1975. This 
means IRS did not 

--secure about 25,000 delinquent 
returns involving $15.8 million 
in taxes owed and $7.7 million 
in refunds or 

--uncover about $14.8 mullion in 
unreported income with potential 
tax liabilities of $2.2 million. 
(See pp. 28 to 42.) 

IRS can also improve its Taxpayer 
Delinquency Investigation Program 
by making a number of rmprovements 
in its caseload management practices. 
(See pp. 42 to 51.) 

IRS officials stated that more resources 
are needed to increase the number of 
nonfilers it can thoroughly investigate. 
For example, IRS district off ices would 
have needed at least $29 million to ade- 
quately investigate about 630,000 nonfiler 
cases referred by the servrce centers 
nationwide for tax year 1975, yet IRS 
spent only about $15 million. 

Additional resources alone will not increase 
program effectiveness. IRS also needs to 
Improve the way it uses the money and 
people it has. (See pp. 51 to 53.) 
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IRS ACTIONS OUTSIDE THE TAXPAYER 
DELINQUENCY INVESTIGATION PROGRAM 
CAN HELP REDUCE THE DELINQUENCY GAP 

Once IRS has estimated the nonfller 
population and analyzed Its characterlstlcs, 
it will be In a better position to take 
other actions to complement its Taxpayer 
Delinquency Investlgatlon Program and 
develop a balanced attack on the nonfller 
problem. 

For example, the characteristics of the 
approximately 5 mllilon nonfllers esti- 
mated by GAO for tax year 1972 indicate 
that Returns Compliance Programs might be 
aimed at 

--industries, such as retall trade, 
services, and construction; and 

--occupations, such as managers, 
craftsmen, and sales workers. 

IRS' only active program to date is directed 
at some self-employed professlomals who 
make up less than 1 percent of GAO's esti- 
mated nonfiler population. (See pp. 59 to 
61. ) 

Using State tax-related data on Federal 
nonfllers would also help IRS identify 
nonfilers that are not easily detected 
through its Taxpayer Delinquency Investl- 
gation Program. GAO noted this in a 
May 1978 report (GGD-78-23). 

Yet, IRS still has not seriously explored 
the feaslbllity of using State data to 
ldentlfy potential Federal income tax 
nonfIlers. Only one of six States reviewed 
by GAO provided such information to IRS; 
even then, IRS was not adequately process- 
ing or using the information. (See pp. 61 
to 63.) 
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EXCESS INTEREST PAID TO 
DELINQUENT TAXPAYERS DUE REFUNDS 

Delays in processing tax refunds to delinquent 
filers are costly to the Government. IRS 
paid about $6 million In interest on refunds 
to nonfrlers who filed their returns after 
being identified and caught by IRS' 1975 
Taxpayer Delinquency Investigatron Program. 

IRS had to pay out such interest because 
lt did not process these returns within 45 
days after they were filed, as required by 
law. To avoid having to pay such interest, 
IRS should make sure that delinquent tax 
returns involving refund clarms are 
processed within 45 days of being filed. 
(See pp. 64 and 65.) 

DELINQUENT TAXPAYERS DUE REFUNDS 
ARE NOT PENALIZED FOR LATE FILING 

Section 6651(a) of the Internal Revenue Code 
imposes a penalty on those delinquent tax- 
payers who owe addrtional tax. It does not 
assess any charge against delinquent tax- 
payers due refunds. This situation 1s con- 
trary to the voluntary compliance concept 
since it does not encourage people to comply 
with the April 15 filing deadline, regard- 
less of whether they are due a refund. 

For tax year 1975, GAO estimated that IRS 
had to spend almost $4 million to identify 
nonfilers due refunds and interest of about 
$226 million. It is Incumbent on IRS to do 
all rt can to make sure that taxpayers due 
refunds receive them, GAO recognizes that, 
although the Government has use of the tax- 
payers' unclaimed refunds, the Government's 
primary goal 1s to encourage timely compliance 
by taxpayers, who would likewise profit from 
receiving refunds sooner. (See pp. 66 to 68.) 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION 
BY THE CONGRESS 

The Congress should consider alternative ways 
to amend section 6651(a) to impose a late 
filing charge on nonfllers whom IRS identifies 
and who subsequently file returns resulting 
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in refunds. The Congress should request 
IRS to provtde it with a series of alterna- 
tives. (See p. 70.) 

IRS COMMENTS 

IRS agrees with the substance of many of GAO's 
recommendations and will implement the recom- 
mendations to the extent practical. It stated, 
however, that its present nonfiler program is 
cost beneficial and that due to limited 
resources, it can thoroughly investigate only 
the more productive nonfiler cases. IRS also 
emphasized that because of its limited 
resources, devoting additional resources to 
detecting and investigating nonfilers would 
reduce other enforcement programs, such as 
audit and collection. 

IRS selects nonfiler cases on the basis of 
a predetermined tax liability and not on 
whether the persons are likely to be required 
to file. It believes that such cases will 
have a high tax yield. 

GAO agrees that IRS' nonfiler program 1s 
productive in terms of taxes, penalties, 
and Interest assessed against those caught. 
However, IRS still selects many persons who 
are not required to file and does not secure 
returns from many because it falls to investi- 
gate them thoroughly. Furthermore, many 
persons from whom IRS secured returns had shown 
some intent to file even before IRS investi- 
gated them as nonfilers. 

IRS could be more effective In reducing the 
delinquency gap and fostering compliance 
with the filing requirements if it more 
systematically selected for investigation 
nonfllers who are most likely required to 
file and thoroughly investrgated those per- 
sons. 

IRS stated that the amount of enforcement 
resources it allocates to detecting nonfil- 
ers must be welghed against and balanced 
with Its declining audit coverage and its 
increasing accounts receivable inventory. 
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GAO shares IRS' concerns and agrees that 
the choices are difficult. 

Although addItiona resources may be needed 
to fully implement GAO's recommendations for 
improving IRS' nonfiler activities, they should 
not be taken from other important enforcement 
programs. Given the amount of resources the 
Administration wants to direct at nonfiling 
and other noncompliance problems, the size 
of the nonfiler population, and its potential 
adverse effect on the Nation's voluntary tax 
assessment system, the Congress should deter- 
mine whether IRS' nonfiler efforts are being 
funded at a level sufficient to cope with the 
magnitude of the problem. (See pp. 56 to 58.) 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS 

The Congress should request IRS to develop 
and provide to the appropriate congressional 
committees information on the amount of 
additional funds needed to improve the effec- 
tiveness of IRS nonfiler efforts. This 
information should include cost estimates 
for (1) estimating and analyzing the non- 
filer population, (2) developing a better 
nonfller case selection method, and (3) in- 
vestigating thoroughly all nonfilers selec- 
ted. The Congress then can decide whether 
additional funds are needed. (See p. 58.) 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

FURTHER RESEARCH INTO 
NONCOMPLIANCE IS NEEDED TO 
REDUCE GROWING TAX LOSSES 

DIGEST ------ 

There is a growing trend in the Nation toward 
disregard for the principle of voluntary tax 
compliance--a trend which IRS estimates In- 
creased tax revenue losses from $12 billion 
in 1976 to at least $20 bllllon In 1980. l/ - 

IRS has attempted to reverse this trend, but 
with little success. It needs mOre complete 
information and insight on what makes people 
willing to comply. Such data is essential for 
determining the most cost-effective strategy 
in combating unreported income, IRS' most 
severe conpllance problem by far. 

GAO concluded that, until IRS has better corrpli- 
ante data, it should place more emphasis on in- 
creasing the tax revenue yield from its various 
programs. To do,so, IRS mst use Its present 
cost/yield data more effectively. 

GAO made this review because the Congress has 
frequently indicated through hearings, proposed 
legislation, and In other ways a strong interest 
In the degree of corrpliance with the Nation's 
tax laws. 

MORE COMPLIANCE RESEARCH NEEDED 

IRS has nine principal programs for deterring 
noncompliance. Relying on t'ne examination of 
tax returns as its primary strategy for stimu- 
lating corrpliance, IRS has allocated mOre than 
one-half of Its compliance resources to the ex- 
amination program, distributing the balance 
among the remaining eight. (See pp. 12 to 18 - 1 

The examination program, however, has not stem 
med the decline In voluntary coTliance. More- 
over, the corrpliance of all income tax groups 
that IRS measures has declIneri. In one extreme 

l/In May 1982, - after GAO finished Its work, IRS 
released preliminary estlmtes which mdicate 
that the total tax revenue loss from noncom- 
pliance for 1981 may be as much as $97 billion. 
(See p. 7.) 
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case, business taxpayers with income under 
$10,000, the compliance rate dropped from 7R 
percent to 43 percent between 1965 and 1976. 
Compliance among corporate taxpayers has also 
declined. (See pp. 19 to 20.) 

A decrease In the percentage of tax returns that 
IRS examines may be a factor In the decline in 
voluntary compliance. Rut, the actual effect 
of the examination program on voluntary compli- 
ance ls, at best, unclear. For example, although 
IRS increased the percentage of returns examined 
in some earlier years, compliance still declined. 
(See pp. 20 to 24.) 

IRS' most severe compliance problem involves 
unreported Income, which accounts for almost 
three-fourths of the estimated tax revenue lost 
through taxpayer noncompliance. This problem is 
compounded by the fact that normal audit proce- 
dures are not very successful in detecting un- 
reported income. In this regard, IRS’ recent 
studies of the unreported income problem indl- 
cate that even Its most lntenslve examinations-- 
those performed as part of Its taxpayer compll- 
ante measurement program--were only detecting 
about 25 percent of the income not reported by 
those persons audited. This fact has obvious 
implications regarding the extent to which IRS 
can rely on its normal, less lntenslve audits 
to detect unreported income. Thus, IRS needs 
to find out which of its various compliance pro- 
grams can be brought to hear in dealing with 
this problem. (See pp. 74 to 29.) 

IRS has completed some research to find out how 
the examination program affected taxpayers who 
were selected for examlnatlon. These people, 
however, constitute a small. and decreasing per- 
centage of the taxpaying population. Although 
IRS had several compliance research prolects 
planned or underway at the time of GAO's review 

--none was designated a high priority; 

--none addressed the Impact of IRS' compliance 
programs on taxpayers not contacted in a pro- 
gram, the "ripple effect;" and 

--none related to how well compliance programs 
deal with unreported income. 
31.) 

(See pp. 29 to 
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GAO does not know the extent to which IRS can 
measure the overall effects of its compliance 
programs. However, given the billions of dol- 
lars of tax revenue at stake, GAO believes 
that further research is necessary. 

INCREASING TAX REVENUE 
YIELD SHOULD BE AN INTERIM GOAL 

Until IRS has better data on how its programs 
actually affect voluntary compliance, it should 
place greater emphasis on increasing the tax 
revenue yield from its programs. 

IRS has allocated resources within and among its 
compliance programs on the premise that voluntary 
compliance is a function of the examination of tax 
returns. In so doing, IRS has purposely sacrificed 
some tax revenue by trying to stimulate voluntary 
compliance through broad coverage of the taxpaying 
population, rather than maximizing the tax revenue 
available from the examination program. Some re- 
source shifts could, GAO believes, increase tax re- 
venue yield. For example, IRS could increase tax 
revenue by examining a higher percentage of tax re- 
turns which historically have extremely favorable 
cost/yield ratios and by shifting resources to pro- 
grams, such as the taxpayer delinquent accounts 
program, that have a higher average yield-to-cost 
ratio than other programs. 

IRS generally lacks cost and marginal yield data 
needed to maximize revenue from its programs--a 
notable exception being the examination program. 
Adequate data are available, however, to show 
that the tax revenue yield is, on the average, 
much higher for some IRS programs than for 
others. Thus, even a small shift of resources 
to those programs could increase overall tax 
revenue. Using average yle13 data, GAO deter- 
mined, for example, that a l- or 2-percent 
shift of resources among four IRS programs could 
increase annual tax revenue by $93 million and 
$190 million, respectively. (See pp. 36 anrl 
37.) 

AllocatIng resources to obtain maximum revenues 
would also increase tax revenue in the examina- 
tion program. GAO determined that such an ap- 
proach would 

--increase the costs assigned to the examination 
program, 
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--change the percentage of tax returns examined 
for various taxpayer classes, and 

--increase tax revenue. (See pp. 39 to 49.) 

Better cost/yield data needed 

While IRS can immediately increase tax revenue 
yield from its programs, It still needs more 
complete data to determine how it should allo- 
cate iesoufces effectlveiy over the longer term. 
IRS has no agencywide information system, how- 
ever, to provide complete cost/yield and other 
needed data. (See pp. 49 to 52.) 

Although IRS recognized the need for an agency- 
wide system as early as 1976, no information 
system 1s yet operational. Such a system is 
long overdue. (See pp. 52 and 54.) 

IRS' RESOURCES LAG BEHIND 
GROWING DEMANDS 

IRS' resources have not kept pace with the in- 
creasing demands placed on the tax system. One 
measure of the resource gap is the growth in 
tax return filings compared to increases in IRS' 
budget. Although increases In return filings do 
not necessarily require a proportionate increase 
in budget, the number of returns ~111 have grown 
17 percent between 1976 and 1983, whereas IRS' 
fiscal 1983 budget request provides only 5 per- 
cent more staffyears than its 1976 budget. 

IRS needs, along with more coFliance research 
and better resource allocations, adequate re- 
sources to effectively and efficiently operate 
the Nation's tax system. (See p. 31.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that IRS do further compliance 
research, with emphasis on learning how to get 
people to accurately report their income and 
how people, In general, respond to IRS programs. 
(See p. 33.) 

GAO also recommends that, until IRS better 
understands how Its programs affect voluntary 
compliance, it emphasize getting maximum tax 
revenue from its programs. Specifically, GAO 
recommends that TRS use existing cost/revenue 
data to reallocate resources within and among 
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certain programs. Also, to improve IRS' Compli- 
ante management, including resource allocations, 
GAO recommends that IRS Implement a system to 
provide agencywide cost, revenue, and other 
data for its programs. (See pp. 54 and 55.1 

IRS COMMENTS AND GAO'S EVALIJATION 

IRS agreed that GAO's recommendations have merit 
and stated that it intends to continue research 
to determine the impact of its programs on vol- 
untary compliance. 

However, IRS felt that GAO's recommendations 
failed to consider certain IRS limitations and 
offered little guidance as to how IRS should 
proceed. GAO recognizes that completing the 
needed compliance research will be a difficult 
and long-term endeavor. GAO believes that IRS 
1s headed In the right direction with some of 
Its ongoing research pro]ects and that IRS 
should assign a higher priority to compliance 
research. 

IRS also stated that although It had long recog- 
nlzed the urgent need for a management informa- 
tion system, it has been unable to develop one 
because of a lack of resources. IRS said that 
It has sent its plan for obtaining better man- 
agement Information to Treasury. IRS requested 
funds for fiscal year 1983 to implement such a 
system. GAO views these actions as major steps 
toward meeting a crlt-ical need and encourages 
IRS to continue the emphasis on filling t?at 
need. 

IRS provided various comments on GAO's findings 
regarding the examination program. These and 
IRS' other comments are Included as appendix 
IV. GAO's evaluations of those comments are 
on pages 34 and 35 and pages 55, 56, and 57. 

MATTER TO BE CONSIDERED 
BY THE CONGRESS 

To help determine appropriate IRS resource 
levels, the Congress may wish to request that 
IRS periodically provide additional data show- 
ing the cost, revenue, and other effects of 
its programs at various funding levels, 
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RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
OF TAXPAYERS IN GENERAL 

This questionnaire summarizes the responses we received on 
questionnaires mailed to taxpayers who filed returns for indivi- 
duals (Form 1040 or Form 104OA) during the 1981 filing season. 
We used standard statistical techniques in selecting a sample of 
606 taxpayers from the 93 million taxpayers who filed individual 
returns in 1981. The U.S. Postal Service was able to deliver 
579 of the questionnaires we mailed to the 606 taxpayers and we 
received replies from 367. The summary of responses by the 367 
taxpayers is shown as percents next to each question. For exam- 
ple, in response to question 1, 30 percent of the 367 taxpayers 
indicated that they were high school graduates. 

Because we sent questionnaires to a statistical sample of 
taxpayers, each percent developed from the sample has a measur- 
able precision OK sampling error. The sampling error is the 
maximum amount by which the percents obtained from the statis- 
tical sample can be expected to differ from the universe per- 
cents. Sampling errors are usually stated at certain confidence 
levels-- in this case 95 percent. This means that the chances 
are 95 out of 100 that if we sent questionnaires to all tax- 
payers r the results obtained would not differ from the percents 
we obtained through our sample by more or less than the sampling 
errors of the estimates. The table below shows sampling errors 
at the 95 percent confidence level for various ranges of per- 
cents in the following questionnaire. The percents in our ques- 
tionnaire will differ at most from responses from the true popu- 
lation of 93 million taxpayers by the percents shown in the 
table. 

SAMPLING ERRORS FOR ESTIMATED PERCENTS 

Estimated 
percents 

Approximate 
sampling error 

(percent) 

Less than 5 1.4 
5 to 10 2.4 
11 to 20 3.3 
21 to 40 4.2 
41 to 60 4.6 
61 to 80 4.2 
81 to 90 3.3 
91 to 95 2.4 
More than 95 1.4 
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PERCFNT 

Q7 

3 

U S GFNERRL WX7JW?XNc OFFICE 

SURJEY OF INDIVIWALS FILIX 
FEDERAL TAX XENIWS 

(6) 

(7) 

1 /7 Yes - (co ‘PO WEsmN 71 ----l--c WER 

2 /-7 w ‘KJ :7 ---- - [Co GJEsTIi3 PpGE 6 
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NUMBER OF 

CONTACTS 

0 

2 

3 

4 or "0t-t~ 

PERCENT .~ _ 
-1 i/ Less than $5.000 14 

7 6 2 // $5,000 to $9,999 

Ir i 3 , '-;i $lO,OC~ kc2 $13,999 

l@ 4 fl $20,000 to $29,999 

1 5. fl $30,000 to $39.999 

ti 6 L/ $40,000 or imre 

6. Altqetkr duclng the 1982 tax fillry BBBgln 
(January 1, 1982 to April 15, 1982) how my 
tms dti you mntazt IRS about anything in 
e.zch of the follovmq way67 

(1) nbout t-(s) by tela@xm (x+11) 
(If Mre, enter ‘0”) 

SE& 

w (2) ibut tune(s) by marl (12-13) 
(If IYXL~ ~nm ~~a*-) r 

(3) Pbut bnQ(S) ln prsm at I1615) 
IFS offlce 
(If MM enter “0” ! I 

7 If you COatacted IRS durlly ttm 1982 tb* 
flllq sms3n, uhlCh of the follOulq help 
or informatmn drd p” ask for? 

FE KEN r 
(Umck all that apply) 

76 l// Did n)twntact IIS (16) 

kk%lp LXS@Qtlly til" CQtLlCn (17) 

InfOrmdlOn &Out tad rQf"'d (18) 

Information about K)tlcQ, lcttcr, (19) 
or bill Iffi sent to mu 

&lo corrQct1ry a tax acoomt (201 

Information about taxes ln yerural (211 

Tax form (22) 

Tax pLbl1catlcas (for example, (23) 
baaklets on I-, ddwtlons, 
erpenses, how to fill out for,ms, 
etc.7 1 

ctber (SpeclfY) _ -- (24) 

~__ .-- ---- 

PERCENT RY 

TELEPHONE. 

90 
c; 

PERCENT IN 

PERSON 

92 

6 

0 
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. _ 
PERCENT 

68 1 /1 IRS autmatlcally s me all 
the baSlC forms that I wseded 

2 

6 

?3 

1 

3 

16 

3 - 

!25) 

26) 

' 27 ) 

(28) 

(291 

(30) 

131) 

(321 

9. Ebw easy or dlffuxlt do )4u feel Lt LS to 
urdetstard Ilb tax EOnnS a-d the lnstluctlobs 

PERCENT 
fat them? (Chxk one) (33) 

8 1. /7 very easy - 
24 2. L-J -at easy 

27 3. D Not easy - rot dlffuxlt 

27 4. ~7 mat alfflcult 

14 5. LT Very dlfflcult 

401 

,411 

11. fQw easy 61 dlffxult do you feel It 1s to 
unde~statx3 XW tax @ALcatlons7 (Check one) 

PERCEN'I (421 
21 / / very easy _ 

15, 2 I';7 sane*hat easy 

?l 3 /7 ?+ot easy - mt dlffxult 

'4 4 -7 Sane*hat dLffw.Ot 

P 5. -7 Very drffxult 

40 6 i m/Never useany 
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(Chck a box for each Ime) 

(11 Ii-6 per-1 -- -. 
I 

(21 IICS pbllcatlca 6 13 14 - 13J4 (441 - 

4 

I36 
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-- --. 

(Chxk one box for each lme) 

(1) I would fill out th? whole focm nyself the ‘pst ey 
I could and 1 would send It in -- 
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(Check me box for each lmel 
-. ___ 

(1) ~3 longer cnsuerd questxas about ~ncare. deductums. 
expencres, schedules, etc., by “waulll but xl11 mswred 
m m per- et the 11~3 offuzes or by telephme-_ 

PESCERT 

11 '> 8lC 66 
(751 

-- 

(2) Eb longer algwered qest1ms about mcane, deduct1uls. 
expenses, schedules, etr , m cersrll at IRi oFfIces but 
St111 answered then by mail or by te1qahme 

6 8 11 13 02 (76) 

(3) M longec msuerd qrestims about incorn, deductions. 
expeoses, schedules, etc., by telephane but St111 ms- 
rared then by mail or in per.?al at IFS offioes 

11 8 13 11 57 (77) 

(4) ?& longer as-&red 3 qRstims about incane, de+xtims, 
Cxpen es, schedules, etc., by mail, by telephme_or in persm 30 10 10 1c 

(5) *13 lmger w taxpayers vepare theu am perma tax 16 9 
returns at walk-in IRG offices 

(6) M lmqer malled wt special tax forms/plblicatm-a qmn 33 I? 13 c 
request 

20. If IRS bad to charge a 61 fee to offset the cost of wwidrng certain kinds of assistance how 
w~lllng oc mw~lluq would yew be to pay * fee for each of the following services’ 

(Chxk me box for each line) 

(1) charged for tax forms 

12) Charged for tax ~blxatms -- 

(3) charged fa msuer1ng guest1ms abxt fllirq ta* 
returns ~- 

(4) Charged for rev1evmg a tax return you filled out 

15) charged for helping ycu fill out a tax return 

(6) Charged a flat fee fm msweruq rwzstlms about 
tax returns that-uere called I” by telephone 
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NUMBER OF TAXPAYERS 
COMMENTS WHOMADECKMGNJI 

Forms too compl lrated 
Charging fee is not OK 
Taxpayer not satlsfled with assistance 
IRS 1s not competent 
Taxpayer assistance needed 
Telephone unreliable 
More walk-In offices 
More noncompliance without assistance 
IRS should be held to lnformatlon 

QrOVlded 

Taxpayer satlsfled with assistance 
IRS 1s competent 
Taxpayer not aware of walk-ln 
Chargmg fee 1s OK 

24 
17 
16 
13 
11 

7 
5 
4 
4 

3 
1 
1 
1 

n 
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RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
OF TAXPAYERS WHO USED IRS TELEPHONE 

ASSISTANCE DURING THE 1982 FILING SEASON 

This questionnaire summarizes the responses we received on 
questionnaires mailed to taxpayers who used IRS telephone assis- 
tance from January 29 through March 30, 1982. IRS personnel 
asked 780 randomly selected taxpayers to participate in our sur- 
vey , and 550, or 71 percent, agreed. The U.S. Postal Service 
was able to deliver 519 of the questionnaires we mailed to the 
550 taxpayers and we received 423 responses. The summary of 
replies by the 423 taxpayers is shown as percents next to each 
question. For example, in response to question 1, 73 percent of 
the 423 taxpayers indicated that they contacted IRS about their 
own personal taxes. 

We designed a sampling plan so that at the 95 percent con- 
fidence level, the maximum amount by which sample results would 
differ from the true universe would be 5 percent. This means 
the chances would be 95 out of 100 that if we sent question- 
naires to all of the 22 million taxpayers who made telephone 
calls (for tax law questions) to IRS during the 1982 filing 
season, the results obtained would not differ from the percents 
we obtained by more or less than 5 percent, However, in popula- 
tion surveys, implementing a sampling design does not always 
proceed exactly as planned. We expected that more than 71 per- 
cent of the randomly selected taxpayers would agree to partici- 
pate in our survey. We have no data base to ascertain whether 
the 29 percent who did not participate would have answered the 
questionnaire in the same way as the taxpayers included in our 
sample. Therefore, it would not be meaningful to compute and 
show sampling errors for the tabulated percents in our question- 
naire. This is because we have no way of knowing how the non- 
participant bias affects the percents computed from the survey, 
and the percents should not be considered representative of all 
taxpayers who used IRS telephone assistance during the 1982 
filing season. They can be considered representative only of 
those taxpayers who chose to participate in our survey. 
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9 2iLz7 

2 JI!x 

6 4LI7 

5 5. ir7 

5 6. fI7 

18 3 1-7 35-44 

11 4 /145-54 
[Go To 
wwfIcN2l 15 5 17 55-M 

.J 
24 4 ‘17 $20,0X +o $29,999 
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(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

SEE the 
-pT, (I) 

(2) 

(3) 

About __ tune(s) by telephxe (B-19) 
(If -, mter "0") 

Abzut __ -(a) by ~1 
(If nrw. enter "0') 

(20-21) 

AbMlt t.uml(a) U-I per- at. (22-23) 
IRS offxe 

NUMBER OF 
CONTACTS 

0 

PERCENT BY 
TELEPHONE 

1 

‘) 

1 6 

0 ’ 

cart II 

IfyaxcmtactwlthIRscnthedatemm- 
tImed ul the label (*88 about scneale elee's 
tpx.TB- 

CD m aJExrIoN 22 (PART XII) 
PAGE 7 --- 

rfywrcax-Itact~s~tyc*lrarnper~l 
taxes- 

00 To c$JEsTxoN 10 -7 

/ 

/; 

return (durmy 198217 (Urn=== one) (32) 
PERI ENT ___. 

99 1 E7 yes (GOIY)@JF.STICNLl)--'SBR 

1 2 r-7 ~4 (~To~~TI~~c)----PAcE~ 

PERCENT IN 
PERSON 

5-l 
1 4 ’ 
2 25 

3 11 
4 or more 1 i> 

r5 
I1 

4 
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filnd tn 19827 (Qack all*hs? apply) - 
PERCENT 

60 1 I!3 

(36) 

(37) 

(2.8) 

(391 

c+hr (Specify) (40) 

12. ew easy of mfflcult do ycu feel l? 1s +o 
understand Ii% L3x fom ard +he mstruct~CM 

t-k c-1 PERC,&y +hem? (41) 

11 1 (g veryeasy 

27 2 I_/ -+.-y 

29 3. L/ at - mt difficult easy 

27 4. 17 Sam&-a* dlffmult 

6 5 D Very drffxult 

16 6 f~Navaru#eanY 
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_-. . 
(1) IRS p rmznnel li, p' 2:-Jn- 20 22 (51 

(2) IRS p.lb11c!atKm.5 

(3) Fub11cat1cnB kiuch I hry 

(4) v0L~tary m- tax ~~SIS~MO~ (VITA OT TCE) 

(5) Other volunteer help center 

(6) Sureone paid to pr- 

(7) Mu erployer 

(a) Friend or relat1w 

(9) ocher (SP=ltiu) --. -- 

(1) IFS persannel 

(2) vduntary ln~are tnx =SIS- (VITA OT TCE) C ’ 2 94 (611 

(3)other mlunteer help center z 95 

(4) Sawcw~dtopre~enytaxes 

" f..'___- (62) 

1. *.-. / Ii 163) 

(5) My arployer i ' 2 96 (64) 

(6) F-rlend or relative e 76 ---- :-'i c - (65) 

(7) Other Csps=fy) 
17 

1 ’ ’ 76 (66) 

4 
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16 1 - T;i rkf1n1tely ye@ 

;4 2. /7 - Probably yes 

16 3. // Neltber yes mr rw 

25 4. m EYchbly rot 

9 5, fl Defm1tely rat 
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20. CmOlder that ).a~ arc golrig to and VI YOUK Owl personal tax return, that It IS smllar to thosv you 

h&e Bent y1 the last several yaara, but that there are sare tax ouzetlons that ned to be answw!d 
flK8t. 

1f IRS no longer mswared westlons you have dl mccme, leductmns, excenses, schedules, etc, W 
telephone, at walk-m offlces or by wrl, to what extent ~0~13 you use each of the followlnq to - 
yet the answers that YO.I need, 

, * II - 

(Check one box for !?a& 11~) 

-~ 

$i@gggy 

’ P NT 
(1) I would try to fyure out the answer myself wlthout i 

consulting anyone or .3nly tax plblxatlons, IXZZT (iO1 

then fill out the tax form and send It m 15 16 14 21 34 

(2) I would at least look for the answer m a tax plblxa- 
tlm, I wuld tkn El11 out the tax form and send It 111 29 ,34 14 12 11 (71) 

(3) I uxld at least ask a Erlend or relative for the dls- 
wer, I would then fill out the tax form and send It m 

(4) I would at least go to a voltmteec center to get the 
mower, I wuld then fill out the tax form and 

(5) I would “ot fill wt the parts of the form a? which 
questmns, I would thrn fill out the rest of the tax form 
and send It I” 

(6) I would pay saneone to handle the qwstxn(si 
and fill out the tax form for me and send It 1” 

(7) I would not serd the tax form m - 

21, Cmslder that pu are gomq to smd m your ~csonal mmne tax return that there are no tax am- 
tmns to tx answered, but that you need help m actually flllmq out the form. 

If IFS stops klpmg people fill cut tbelr tax forms, 
followuq m gettmg help to fill out your tax form 

to *hat extent wld ~I.I use each of the 

(Cteck me box for each lme] 

(1) I would fill 0Ve tk wl-0113 form myself the best VW 
I could and I would send lt m 

(2) I KIuld ask a fr1erd or relat1w to fill 1t 
out for me and I wxld send lt in 

(3) I would 90 to a volateer center ard ask then to fill 
lt out for me and I Kwld send It m 

(4) I would not fill out th parts of tk form where 
help, I would fill wt the rest of It and send it in 

(5) I would pay scmeone to fill out tha form for ne arKI I 
would send it I” 
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met III: Your opmmns co pxsble changes m IRS assistance 

22. Hou much of a problen would it ta to you next year of Iffi 31d each of the followmq’ 

(1) N3 longer answered questions about ~ncane. deductxcns, 
expenses, schedules, etc., by mall but still ~swced 
them m person at the If& offxes or by tele@xne 

(3) M longer answered questmns about mcam, deductlms, 
expanses, schedules, etc , by telephone but still as- 
wered them by mail or ln per- at IPS offwas 

(4) No longer awwared 3 questions about uwane, deductl02s, 
expenses, scMule!3, etc., by mail, by telexes, or in 

15) No lmger w taxp3~rs pepare thelc ow personal tax 
returns at walk-m IFS offxes 8 IO 9 rr4 (87) 

- -- -----1 

(6) No longer maxled cut special tax forms&ubllcatlons lpon 
request 8 4 ( (88) - -I - 148 118 12 

~--- 
---1-1 

23. If IRS had to charge a -11 fee to offset the cost of wovldmg cettam kmds of asslstmce tow 
willing or mwllrng wuld you be to pay a fee for each of the followq services’ 

(CkCk cm box for each line) 

(1) Charged for tax forms 

12) Charged for tax ~blicatlcns 

(31 Charged for answering questxms about fllmg tar 
returns 

(4) Charged for renewing a tax return LOU filled OUT 

(5) Charged for helpmg yo.~ fill & a tax return 

(6) Charged a flat fee for mswrrq questmns atmut 
tax retur‘ns that were called in by telephone :4 5 8 9 74 (9'+) 
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7.4. If yar tnv8 an- 8lu to 8ay ahcut any of ttm qu*8tiom 1" thir qumt1oM8lre or utaut IRS 
tupqu a8rhtam8 p1-m do 80 h4ra. (95) 

COMMENTS NUMBER OF TAXPAYERS 

Taxpayer satlsfled with service 
Taxpayer not satlsfled wltn service 
Charging fee 1s not 9K 
Forms too complicated 
Taxpayer a.sslstanCe needed 
IRS 1s not competent 

Telephone assistance unreliable 
IRS should be held responsible for lnformatlrq 
More noncompliance without assistance 
IRS 1s competent 
Telephone better than correspondence 
Charglng fee 1s OK 
Special groups need d.~s~stdnce 

Taxpayer not aware of walk-In 
Extend walk-1n rural 
Correspondence nelp n? good 

Forms not too mmplLcated 
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RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
OF TAXPAYERS WHO USED IRS WALK-IN 

ASSISTANCE DURING THE 1982 FILING SEASON 

This questionnaire summarizes the responses we received on 
questionnaires mailed to taxpayers who used IRS walk-in assis- 
tance from January 29 through March 30, 1982. IRS personnel 
asked 4,311 randomly selected taxpayers to participate in our 
survey, and 3,188, or 74 percent, agreed. As 3,188 was more 
than we needed for statistical purposes, we randomly selected 
1,498 for questionnaire mailings. The U.S. Postal Service was 
able to deliver 1,469 of the questionnaires we mailed to the 
1,498 taxpayers and we received 1,209 responses. The summary of 
replies by the 1,209 taxpayers is shown as percents next to each 
question. For example, in response to question 1, 83 percent of 
the 1,209 taxpayers indicated that they contacted IRS about 
their own personal taxes. 

We designed a sampling plan so that at the 95 percent con- 
fidence level, the maximum amount by which our sample results 
would differ from the true universe would be 5 percent. This 
means that chances would be 95 out of 100 that if we sent ques- 
tionnaires to the universe of 5 million taxpayers who visited 
IRS walk-in offices during the 1982 filing season, the results 
obtained would not differ from the percents we obtained by more 
or less than 5 percent. However, in population surveys, imple- 
menting a sampling design does not always proceed exactly as 
planned. We expected that more than 74 percent of the randomly 
selected taxpayers would agree to participate in our survey. We 
have no data base to ascertain whether the 26 percent who did 
not participate would have answered the questionnaire the same 
way as the individuals included in our sample. Therefore, it 
would not be meaningful1 to compute and show sampling errors for 
the tabulated percents in our questionnaire. This is because we 
have no way of knowing how the non-participant bias affects the 
percents computed from the survey, and the percents should not 
be considered representative of all taxpayers who used IRS walk- 
in assistance during the 1982 filing season. They can be con- 
sidered representative only of those taxpayers who chose to par- 
ticipate in our survey. 
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PERCENT 
83 1 -m Yalro*mFe~-mJ 

+axrs I 

t&-,7 iC%ckad 
PERCENT 

6 1. D 8th grade or less 
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7 

6 

5 

18 

37 

31 

13 

Help cmp1etmg tax retuTn 

Infomt1on about tax refurd 

(13) 

(14) 

115) 

(16) 

(17) 

SEE (1) uzaut t.mels) by telqi-xne (18-193 
BELOW (If rrsi&xiter "0") 

(2) About- Lure(r) by mbll (20-21) 
(If -, enter "0") 

(3) Abut tlm(s) u-i per- at (22-23) 
IRS office 
(If rnne, enter "0") 

I3 h?uch 1s thebestsay for you toantact IRS? 

C-k -1 (24) 
PERCENT 

78 1 /7 sy tile- 
(a To 

1 2 /1 Bym1 CUFSTION 9) - 

70 3L7 In person at IRS OfflC.3 J 

11 

4 m me way I* not better 

1 

(00 ‘IO 
than anx.mr PAKr III 

NUMBER OF PFRCENT BY 
CONTACTS TTLEPHoNE 

0 42 
1 25 
2 17 
3 7 

Part II: 

1\3 CWSTICXi 10 -, 

/I 
1981persoMl Federallncrme tax 
198217 (Checkone) (32) 

(~TO~TICNIl~--OVER 

2 i_7 No (C?3D3~STI032C~---~PACE5 

PERCENT IN 

PERSON 

55 

25 

10 
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11. Whrt did ycu gat +AX form for ywr cm pr- 
uM1 F&oral scum *AX ra+um which ycu 
filnd In 19827 (Chck all +h? apply) 

PERCENT 

70 1. D 

17 

41 

7 

1 

1 

11 

2 

12, 

PERCE 

61. L_l very - 

I had m nesd for ‘ax publicccr+Com (42) 

Ia&edIRsfor.myIneeded (43) 

Persm pald +D prepare my +axes (44) 

w-w%- (45) 

Fs~end or relative (46 1 

Bank. pa38 offwe, llbra.ly, Ilffwe (47) 
butldmg. etc. 

FubILcatLon tich I kq (481 

lx-her (Bpclfy) (491 

14 Mv eamy or dlffwult de ym feel It 1s +a 
tierstard IPS +.a% prbl~cat~cns? (Check one) 

PERCENT 
(50) 

5 1 /-J Veryeasy 
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16 biben- per#mdlFederal urcrne tax form which you ftled m 191X! wm actually temq fxlled at. 
tD v&t extent did each of +h follwinq help m fllluq rt &7 

(Check cme tmx far each Ime) 

(6) Friend or re1atl-e 
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19. If~had teen mareof thm tind ofassmtarce XI pm~rmq tax returm.wxild youhavegone to IW 
for that kind of assistance? (chedr me) (69) 

PERCENT 

38 1 r/ Defm1tely yes 

24 2 l-7 - probably yes 

8 3. -7 Neither yes rwr ra 

26 4. D Probably rot 

4 5 m ceflnltely ret 
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20. Cmslder that you arc gong to aend L-I your okn prsooal tax return, that It 19 31m1lrr to thaw you 
have sent UJ the last several years, but that tLlere are mm? tax auestux?s that need to ba answml 
first. 

If IRS no longer mswxed westxans you have in LIIC~, Muctmns, excenaes, echedulcs, etc, by 

teleticne, at walk-m offlcea or by ‘~fl, to what extent would you &Isa each of tk f0110w1nq to - 
get the answers that you need' 

12 3 4 i 

(1) I would try tc fqure out tl-e answec myself rlthout 
msultlng myme or my tax prb1rcat1cm. ruxll;T (70) 

then f111 cut the tax form and send It I” 20 16 13 14 37 

( 2) I wuld at least lmk for the d1?w?r m a tax plbllca- 
tlm, I vould than fill out the tax form and send It in 

(3) I would at least ask a friend or eelatlve for the ms- 
*r, I wuld then fill out the tax form and send It in 

(4) I wuld at least go to a vollnteer center to get the ’ 
answer, I *ould then fill out the tax form and send It m 20 14 15 17 34 (731 

I I 
(5) I wmld not fill cut the parts of the form m whtch I had 

questms,I would then fill out tb rest of thz tm form 
and send It 1” 

(6) I would pay saneone to handle the questxn(s) 
and Elli out the tax farm far me and send it I” 

I?) I would not serd the tax form m 

(75) 

(76) 

---- I 

21 Cmslder that you are gong to send m your prsmal mcm tax return that there are no tax eves- 
tmns to be msver&, but that yw need help m actually fllllrq out th form, 

If IRS stops helping people El11 mt their tax forms, to hat extant wxlld you use each of the 
Eollowuq U-I getting help to El11 out your tax form 

(Chck one tax for each lme) 

(1) I would El11 out the dmle Eonn myself the best way 
I could and I would send it m --- __ 

(2) I would ask a Er~erd or relative to El11 It 
out for me and I wculd send It L” 

8 8 12 13 59 (7s) 

(3) I would qo to a volmteec center awl ask them to fill 
It out for me and I would send it m 20 12 15 15 38 (79) 

-. 

(4) I would not fill out the? parts of the form where I needed 4 
help, I vould fill out the rest of It and send IF 1” 

2 5 8 81 
(801 

(5) I would pay scmeow to fill out tfo form for me SIXI I 
wcuid send It in 22 11 14 1c 43 (81) 

(6) I would not SYM? tk form m 
3 0 2 2 93 (82) 
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Pert III: Kmr opvl~ms cm pxslble changes m IRS ass1stmce 

22. How much of a pcoblm would It bz to you next year If IW 41d each of the foll0wP.q~ 

(Check one box for each Ime) 

(2) No longer m-red qAest1als about mm, MKtlms, 
expenses, .whedu1es, ebc , m peren at IRS offmes but 
strll answered thm by mall oc ty te1ephme _-- 

(3) rw longer insrremd questims &out ~ncane, deductums. 
expenses. schedules, etc., by telephare but still ms- 
were3 them by mail or in perxn at IW offices -~___ 

(4) M lcrqer mswxed 3 qlestims about Incane, deductions, 
‘XpSll ses. schedules, etc., by n&l, by tele#me, or in perm 

(5) I43 longer helped taxpayers p?pare their owl personal tax 
returns at walk-m IRZ offxes 

23. IE IRS had to charge a mull fee to offset the cost ol povldmq certam kmds of assistance bw 
wllluxg or mwllllrrg would you be to pay a fee for each of thp follownq services? 

(Check me imx for each ;lne) 

(1) Charged for tax forms 

(2) Charged Ear tax plblicatms 

(3) Charged for answerl~ questions about frllng tax 
returns 

! 5 ! 9 9 12 165 ('!) 

(4) Charged for revlemng a tar return you filled ouy 

(5) Charged for helping yw El11 cut a tax return 

(6) Charged a flat fee for answer~nq questmu about 
tax returns that were called m by telephone 
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COMMENTS WHO MADE COMMENT 

Satlsfled with service 
Taxpayer assistance needed 
Forms too complicated 
Unsatlsfled with service 
Charging a fee IS not OK 
IRS 1s competent 
IRS x3 not competent 
Special groups need assistance 
Telephone unreliable 
More noncompliance wlthout assistance 
Charging a fee 1s OK 
IRS should be held to Information provided 
Walk-In offices good 
Need more walk-In offices 
Correspondence help no good 
Forms not too dompllcated 
Extend walk-1n rural 
MIsInformed by IRS about help available 
Self help 1s good 

Lb? 
128 

101 

91 
0-i 
3;’ 
29 
23 
23 
19 
14 
8 

6 
3 
4 
2 
2 
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RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
OF TAXPAYERS WHO USED IRS CORRESPONDENCE 
ASSISTANCE DURING THE 1982 FILING SEASON 

This questionnaire summarizes the responses we received on 
questionnaires mailed to taxpayers who used IRS correspondence 
assistance from January 1 throuqh March 15, 1982, at the five 
district offices included in our review. We used standard sta- 
tistical techniques in selecting a sample of 389 taxpayers from 
the 981 taxpayers who corresponded with the five districts dur- 
ing that period. The U.S. Postal Service was able to deliver 
378 of the questionnaires we mailed to the 389 taxpayers and we 
received 312 replies. The summary of responses by the 312 tax- 
payers is shown as percents next to each question. For example, 
in response to question 1, 63 percent of the 312 taxpayers indi- 
cated that they contacted IRS about their own personal taxes. 

Because we sent questionnaires to a statistical sample of 
taxpayers, each percent developed from the sample has a measur- 
able precision or sampling error. The sampling error is the 
maximum amount by which percents obtained from the statistical 
sample can be expected to differ from the universe percents. 
Sampling errors are usually stated at. certain confidence 
levels-- in this case 95 percent. This means that the chances 
are 95 out of 100 that if we sent questionnaires to all 981 tax- 
payers who corresponded with the five districts, the results 
obtained would not differ from the percents we obtained through 
our sample by more or less than the sampling errors of the esti- 
mates. The table below shows sampling errors at the 95 percent 
confidence level for various ranges of percents in the following 
questionnaire. The percents in the questionnaire will differ at 
most from responses for all 981 taxpayers by the percents shown 
in the table. 

SAMPLING ERRORS FOR ESTIMATED PERCENTS 

Estimated 
percents 

Approximate 
sampling error 

(percent) 

5 to 10 2.4 
11 to 20 3.3 
21 to 40 4.2 
41 to 60 4.6 
61 to 80 4.2 
81 to 90 3.3 
91 to 95 2.4 
More than 95 1.4 
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PERCENT 
mtiontid ycu ask for? (Check& thatq@y) PFRCFNT 

1 .x7 
12 1 _r/ Help onpletlng tax return (10) f47 

742 f-7 
8 2LI7 

11 3 i7 

10 
4L7 

18 5 17 
30 h/1 
26 'Lx 

1nfomtlon &Dut notice, letter. (12) 
or bill LRS sent to m 

Tax foms (15) 

Tax pb11csuons (for exarrple, (16) 
tcdaets on -, dedtilcna, 
expenses, h>w to fill cut f-, 
etc 1 

29 e/7 

SEE 

BELOW 
(1) 

Other (SP==lf!JY) _-I_Ic_ (17) 
Part II: 

(2) About __ tlmfs) by ml (20-21) 
[If rcme. enter "OU) 

(3) hbut trme(s) 1i-l person at (22-23) 
IRS offxe 
(If -, enter "0") 

7 Al~etherdurrngthe1982taxfilqned~ 
(January 1, 1982 toAprLl 15, 1982) ?nwmny 
-&d yar COntact 
e&Al of the f0llcwmg 

tmemenuonedmthelatel) 

Bkes lessofmy tuw thlswiy 125) 

l3Sl.z to explain myprcblm (261 
c-us way 

I oanbetter tier&and IP.s's (271 
-rthUSWay 

I ye ans"ezrs faster G-as way (281 

1 &n't have ths chance to da It (291 
any ather my 

I get my answer Ln Wlung uus (30) 

way 

Other (SpeclfY) (31) 

If qzur ccmtactw~th IRScnti date-- 
tuned In the lab&l *w* abxt sclma-le else's 
taxes- 

CO M W?STICN 22 (PART III) 
PP&E 7 --- 

i 
/ 

/ 

8 
PERCENT 

43 

34 

tich IS the best way tier you tomntrt IRS7 10 Did 
(Ueckcnel (24) 

PERCENT 
return (dmmg1582)3 (oleckone) (32) 

1 1_! m -1eFhone 95 1. fJ Yes iGo maJl?sTIoN 11) --OVER 
103 m 

D WSNON9) ' 2 Bymall 2 -m No (a,TO PCIESTICN 2C) --- P&X 5 

6 3 0 In &%!?reon at IPS office 

17 4 D cheway1smtLmtter 

I 

(0~ m 
than FirmYher PART II) 

NUMBER OF 

CONTACTS 
0 

PERCENT BY 
TELEPHONE 

15 

PIXCENT BY PERCENT IN 
MAIl, PERSON 

8 62 
14 20 
?? IO 

7 5 

2 
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64 

11 

34 

16 

0 

3 

16 

3 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(371 

(38) 

(391 

12. kbd eaey or &fflCUl' do ym feel 1+ I= *D 
undcrrrtard IRS *Ax fOrn and the lnsuuctL~ 
fortlwn? (hkme) (41) 

PERCENT 

13 1 D vwf easy 

22 2D sum&a’ easy 

26 3. D pbt. easy - rut dlffxult 

26 4. L.I3 Sxmndmt dlfflcult 

13 5. D Very dlfflcult 

d Check all +ha? apply) 
PERCE T 

I had m need for +dx pbl~c~~+m-s (42) 

I ask& IRS for my I ma%! (43) 

Pereon patd +a prepare my +saxes (44) 

w wloyer (45) 

n-xl-d or relative (46) 

Bank, Exa? OffLa3, library, office (47) 
bulldmq, etc. 

Fub11ca+um wlucil I buy (48) 

oh?.r (qxclfy) (49) 

8 6 /7NeveruEeany 
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(1) I&s perscnnel 

(2) IRS ~llcatxru3 I-- 

(3) FubllcatloM tidl I buy 

(4) voluntary lCex?e tbx ESS~~OS (VITA OT m) 

(5)otber vo1urlteerhe1p rxnter 

(8) Fhend or re1at1w _ 

(9) Other ISpeclfY) 
I / 

4 
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17. 

PERCENT 
76 

24 

18. 

PERCENT 

31 

69 

19. 

PERCENT 
24 

27 

22 

22 

5 

APPENDIX VIII 

1. -n Deflnltely ye3 

2. T;i Prubably yes - 

3. /I Ne~bheryesrar~‘~ 

4. /1 hzbably rwt 

5. fl Deflnltely twt 
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20. CCnBlder that you are gang to send m your okn personal tdx return, that rt 1s rrmrlar to thos. 'you 

hate sent u-8 the last several years, but that there dre scm tax questions that ned to be an~wcerl 

f1cst. 

If IFS no longer aswced auestlons you have cn ~?cane, -leductmns, ewen~s, schedules, etc, hv 

telechone, at walk-m OfflC.?B Or by Tad, to what exteqt WOUId you use each of the follow1nq * 

get the answers that ycy-' needi 

(Check one box far each line) 

(1) I would try to figure out tte mswec myself wlthout 
consultq allyone or iny tax pJblrcat1ons, IGiiia- 
then fill out the tax form and send It m 

(2) I muld at least look for the insher L-I a tax pdblxa- 
tmn, I would then f111 out the tdw form and B-end It III 

(3) I would at least ask a friend or relative for the dls- 
WI, I would then fill out the tax form and send It I” 

(4) I wuld at least go to a vollnteer center to get the 
arIsker, I would then fill out the tax form Bnd send It ma 

(5) I wuld not fill cut the parts of the form cn *hlch I had 
questlonS,I would then fill out the rest of the tax form 
and send It ln 

(6) I would pay sanwne to handle the questKn(s) 
and fill out the tax form for me and %nd It 1” 

t 

+ 
17) I would not senl the tdx form m - 

-- -- - --- 

PEF CEN’I 

(70) 
20 16 11 13 40 

37 24 21 6 '2 
(71) 

(75: 

(76) 

21 Cmslder that you are going tc send m your personal ~nrrrne tax return that there an= no tax ewes- 
tlcns to be axwered, but that you need help m actually fllllng out the form. 

If IRS stops help1nq people fill cut their tax Eorms, tr hat extent Kwld ELI cse each of the 
followlrq Ill gettmg help to fill out your tax form 

(Chxk me box for each lme) 

(1) I would fill out tk tilole form myself the best way 
P$CENT 

I could and I would send It m 45 16 13 7 19 (77) 

(2) I vould ask a fclenj 01 relative to Fill lt 4 8 11 15 61 
out for rre and I would send It m I (18) 

I 

(3) I would ga to a volmteer center and ask them to fll! 
It out for me and I would Bend It m (-9) 

(4) I would not fill out tk parts of the form where I weded 
help, I would f111 out the rest of It and send 17 in 5 7 3 5 8'- (S'l) 

(5) I wxld pay saneare to fill out tk form for w an? 1 
would send it I” ---~ 

(31) 

(6) I would not serd the form m 
(82) 
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(Check me box for each lme) 

--_- ~- 

(1) Charged for tax forms 

12) ~hsrged for tax ~blicatms 

(5) Charge= helpmg y cu flll out a tax retarn ,4 1) _I-~~ 

(6) Charged a flat fee for msuerwq qwstimb hut 
tax returns that were called m i?~’ te~e@ne- ------- 
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NUMBER OF TAXPAYERS 
COMMENTS WHO MADE COMHENT 

Unsatlsfled with service 41 

Forms too complicated ?6 

Satlsfled with service 2: 

IRS 1s not competent 18 

Charging a fee 1s not OK 18 

Taxpayer assistance needed 16 
Telephone unreliable 9 
IRS should be held to lnformatlon 7 

provided 
More noncompliance wlthout assistance 

Charging a fee 1s OK 
Extend walk-In rural 
Need more walk-In offices 
IRS 1s competent 
Forms not too complicated 
Telephone better than correspondence 
Taxpayer not aware of walk-In 
Correspondence help no good 

8 
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